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Lent
in ·Retrospect
OW that' Good Friday and Easter again belong to history, it may not be amiss to make
a few reflective comments on the .celebration of these great Christian festivals. There
is an unmistakable drift in the direction of emphasizing these festivals and making much of the worship services associated with them. Generally
speaking, churches of Calvinistic history and creed
have never been favorably disposed toward ritualism and its trappings. When the Reformers broke
with the Roman forms of worship, they placed
great emphasis upon sobriety in matters liturgic.
The Word, the Gospel, the preaching, which had
been largely eclipsed in the highly ritualistic worship of the Mediaeval Church, was again placed in
the center of things. This was great gain. However, most Calvinists are ready to admit that out
of sheer reaction many Reformed groups went into
the opposite extreme and called "idolatry" .what
could hardly be so designated with propriety. In
fact, the rigid insistence of some Reformed and
Presbyterian bodies even of our day to reject all
use of instrumental music in public worship, is a
left-over of this extremism of earlier days.
Today the drift is quite in the opposite direction.
Liturgy, candle services, religious pageantry, and
a highly developed musical program are again dis··
placing the all-important preaching of the Word,
or, if these do not displace it, they at .least crowd
it to the background. Against this ritualism all
spiritual sons of Calvin will be on their guard.
They believe in the spiritual nature of worship.
God, not man, must stand out and His Word m.ust
be preached. God, not the worshipper, must occupy the center of interest and attention in worship. There is a special danger that this man-centered mode of worship shall creep into the churches
by the way of the special worship of such religious
holidays as Christmas, Good Friday, and Easter.
Externally, the pageantry of the manger, the tragedy of the cross, and the lily-symbolism of Easter
may readily be the vehicles for the diverting of
the worship on those days from spirit to form,
from religion to artistry, from God to man, from
revelation to human achievement. This can be a
particularly venomous form of idolatry. It is much
easier to play the spectator's role at the cross and
at the empty tomb than to realize and experience
that one is himself deeply implicated in the events
commemorated. It is. in the spectator's role th.at
the. worshipper is in danger of putting on his own
show, a religious show to be sure, but his own show

N
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nevertheless, and the moment that becomes the
case all worship ceases. Even the worldly man
can artistically exploit Good Friday and Easter
(are not the great musicians and painters even at
his disposal?), but only he who knows the living
God, who has himself truly been to Calvary, and
is risen with Christ to newness of life can truly
create the atmosphere for worship on these Chris'tian festivals. We yield nothing to the extrem.e
barrenness of some historically Calvinistic groups
in rejecting much that belongs to the artistic beauty ·
of .worship, but we would a thousand times rather
stand with them even in their extremeness,. than to
surrender to the new aesthetic emotionalism that
is beginning to invade many a sanctuary.
C. B.

The Dumbarton Oaks
Proposals
:-IE Dumbarton Oaks proposals looking toward a just and workable international o.r,.-.·
ganization to maintain and promote peace,
order, and security among the nations of
the world are a step in the right direction and de;.
serve our wholehearted support. It must be remembered that these proposals constitute only a
preliminary draft and are offered as a basis for diS:cussion with a view to the charter which is ulti..:
mately to be adopted. As such they furnish a work'able foundation on which to build an organization
designed to create understanding and co-operation
between the nations of the world. These concrete
proposals providing for an international asserribly, ·•
for an economic and social council, for a security
council, and for an international court of justice,
must be translated into practical reality in the near.
future.
. In order to make these proposals approximate
even more, closely the ideal which every peace-lov:
ing nation should strive to attain, the following
suggestions are herewith submitted by way of pro-:
posed changes or additions to be incorporated into
the final draft of the charter. 1. It would appear
that provision should be made for the inclusion of
some objective standard in accordance with which
decisions are to be reached both by the general assembly and by the security council. Just how this
should be done may not be easy to determine at
this time, but that something like this is needed to
keep the' organization from reaching decisions
which would lack objectivity and might be only
the resultant. of a clash of the various intexests of
the nations involved, would seem to be clear. The
179

relation of the agencies of the proposed world or"
ganization to international law should be specified.
Is npt something like an international Bill of Rights
needed as a basis for the proposed decisions? 2.
As to the voting rights of the great powers, it
would appear that no single power should be conceded the right to veto any decision duly arrived
at in accordance with accepted standards of international law. Whether this end is to be achieved
by not requiring a unanimous vote or by insisting
that no nation shall have the right to cast a vote in
· its own case (though, of course, having the right
to discuss its own case), may be hard to determine
at this time, but the possibility of any one nation
having the power of veto in a crucial matter in
which it itself is involved, must be avoided at all
cost. Failure to include such a provision might
spell the nullification of the effectiveness of the
whole organization. 3. It would appear that steps
ought also to be taken to safeguard more fully the
rights of the smaller nations. These smaller nations
ought to be recognized in some way or other in the
reaching of major decisions. Perhaps the proposal of the Netherlands government in London that
consent of one-half of the smaller states represented on the proposed security council should be requited for decisions to be valid, would be a fair arrangement~
Also another suggestion from the
sam~ source deserves consideration, viz., that due
r,epresentation ..pn the security council shall be as,suted to nations which in order of importance rank
immediately after the great powers. The smaller
nations should not be placed in a position of possible subjection to the arbitrary power of the great.
C.B.

The Generosity of
.Queen Wilhelmina

•R
.· ·•.

ECENTLY Queen Wilhelmina returned to the
.· · •· . . liberated part of the Netherlands for a visit
.. · .. · and was received everywhere with great enthusiasm and deep affection. In true democratic fashion she spoke personally with· many of
the common people who had suffered so deeply
under the Nazi occupation. Queen Wilhelmina has
shown herself to be a true mother of her people and
has lived deeply and sympathetically as ·well as intelligently into the terrible experiences through
which her loyal subjects have passed. The aspersions cast upon her and her cabinet at one time
when in 1940 she left Holland for England, have
now for years been known to be utterly groundless.
Both she and ·her country had everything to gain
and nothing to lose by her departure for Britain,
whence she continued to rule her subjects in exile.
Just recently a weekly sheet appearing in Grand
Rapids, in reporting the. visit of the Queen to her
subjects in liberated Holland, made the .scurrilous
remark that it might be well if the Queen, who is
reputed to be wealthy and possibly (so the statement ran) the wealthiest queen in the world, would
180

give of her possessions to her needy subjects. For
this insinuating statement there is not an iota of
justification, and we feel sure that the editor who
wrote it (who himself is a Scotchman from Glasgow) is too much of a gentleman not to take it back
when the facts are pointed out.
We are happy to ·be in possession of some facts,
which will prove beyond a shadow of doubt how
uncalled for the implied slur upon Her Majesty is.
Here are two. news items officially' proadcasted by
the news agency ANETA from London, the one
under date of September 24, 1944, and the other
under the recent date line of January 16.
"Queen Wilhelmina of the Netherlands, who already has
given almost her entire income from the state to needy Netherlanders, has now given an additional 500,000 guilders (about
$26,700) for the relief of war victims of the Netherlands kingdom.
The gift was revealed tonight in a message to ~he people
of Holland broadcast over Radio Orange, Netherlands broadcasting station in London.
The Queen's income from the State, except for a minimum
amount she needs for her own subsistence, has for some time
been used for the relief of Netherlanders."
"A national fund, set up by prominent members of the Dutch
community in Britain to obtain money for the relief of victims
of the German occupation as Holland is liberated, today reach~
ed the total of 144,156 pounds sterling, ($576,624), with additional contributions steadily flowing in.
The fund was led off by Queen Wilhehnina of the Netherlands who donated 5o;ooo pounds. Prince Bernhard a.nd Princess Juliana gave 10,000 pounds, and large Netherlands' firms
added amounts including 40,000 pounds from Royal Dutch
Petroleum Company, and 10,000 pounds each from Lever
Brothers and Unilever Limited, The Netherlands Trading Society and Philips Incandescent Lamps Co.
Contributions have also been received from the crews of
Netherlands Warships, members of a squadron of the Royal
Netherlands Air Service, a number of merchant Navy vessels
reaching British ports, staffs of airdromes and from Dutch
societies and publications in Britain."
·

The people in the Netherlands are proud not only
of the ability but also of the generosity of their
Queen. In the interest of truth and of the honor
of the Queen we are happy to contradict the implied aspersions cast upon her nobility in this crisis
by the citing of incontrovertible facts.
·c. B.

Poor
John Calvin!
'\L VINISTS must have a good sense of humor
when listening to all that the modern man
believes and propagates about John Calvin.
That he was one of the most maligned men
that ever lived is commonly known. That many
otherwise intelligent people can make the most
fantastic inferences from some of the statements
made by Calvin is often as much a source of merriment as pf chagrin with his followers. In an address on "Sugar the Unknown," delivered by a Dr.
Robert C. Hockett before the American Chemical
League a few months ago, this gentleman, who is
THE CALVIN FORUM
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introduced on the title page 0£ this address as the iarn The Puritans dressed plainly but. carefully;
scientific director of the Sugar Research Founda- they were more cleanly in their persons than the
tion, Inc., New York, has this to say. "In the food Cavaliers."
field also, there has always been a small fraternity
Even without direct allusions to sugar and Calof diet-refonmers who have accused refined sugar vin's alleged anti-sugar philosophy, who knows. but
of producing many evils iµcluding append:icitis, that this sober wor.d of the gloomy Dean of .Saint.
stomach ulcers, high blood pressure, sinus trouble, Paul's might not set Dr. Hockett to "research''
rheumatism, flatulence and diabetes. As a rule, along better lines. At least, we hope so;
such nature-food ·promoters have not received very
C. B.
serious attention from Americans who have been·
inclined to view them as philosophical relatl.ves of
Calvin who reasoned that anything pleasant must Congratulations,
necessarily be wicked."
Potchefstroom!
Poor John Calvin! What a sourpuss he was! He
ORD has just reached us of the, celebraeven had it in for sugar-refined sugar at that! To
.
tion of. the 75th anniversary of the fo·. u. n·d··· -.
·what peryersity belief in total depravity will lead
ing of the Theological School of the .. Rea man! Here is a man who was down on theaters,
formed Church (Gereformeerde Kerk)
down on dancing, down on card playing, yes, even of South Africa in November. This is the smallest
down on sugar! Anything pleasant must neces- but also the most Calvinistic of the Re.for rn.ed
sarily be wicked-so runs the major premise of the Churches of the Union of South Africa. Altliol1gh
philosopher of Geneva. Sugar is something pleas- there are many staunch Calvinists also in the other
ant-there is your minor premise. And the con- Reformed bodies of the Union, this particular body
clusion is inescapable, whether you are a Calvinist .stands in history, spirit, and loyalty closest to the
or not-sugar is something wicked! What shall we Reformed tradition as it is embraced and lbved by
say to this allegedly Calvinistic sugar philosophy the leaders of the Reformed Churches in the Neth-'
propounded by Dr. ·Robert C. Hockett (who, by erlands which have passed through the Secession
the way, is the son of Homer C. Hockett, the of 1834 and the Church Reform of 1886. Jl,lst as
author of a book entitled Political and Social His- the Christian Reformed Church ·in America is the
tory of the United States.)? I think we won't say spiritual offspring 0£ these Dutch Churches, so is
much. We might refer the scientific gentleman to this Reformed (Gereformeerde) Church in South,.
the voluminous biography of the Genevan Re- Africa, which now celebrates the 75th anniversa:ri
former from the pen of Emil Doumergue, who has of its Theological School.
taken up and exploded most of the familiar calumThe background and history of this church . and
nies against Calvin. But .then-what good· would its seminary runs closely parallel .to that of the
that do? Doumergue had not heard of this latest Christian Reformed Church in America. Both had
one, invented in 1944 by the director of the Sugar their origin in the Netherlands and vyere the oU.t"
Research Foundation of New York.
come of Dutch immigration s()on after the Seces,Possibly it would not be am1ss if we transcribe. sion of 1834. The South African Church founded.
a few sentences from the pen of the gloomy Dean its Seminary in 1869; the Christian Reformed
of St. Paul's, Dean Inge, whom no one will accuse Church of America in equally modest fashion th:reW.
.Of partial leanings toward Calvin or the Puritans. open the doors ()f its one,-professor Theologi~~F
His statements are the more pertinent 'because only School in 1876. Both denominations have kept in
recently made. Said he in. The Church of England very close touch with the mother church in the
Newspaper of Septemoer 6 last. "No one wlll sus- Netherlands. Both have also deeply undergone
pect that I have any sympathy with Calvinist doc- the influence of the revival of· the Reformed Theoh ·
trine/' and then, after stating that nevertheless the ogy of the latter half of the nineteenth cent ut,Y
moral standards of Calvinism receive his unquali- · under the inspiring leadership of Dr.. Abraham
tied approval, he continues: "The Calvinist believes Kuyper. Many of the leaders in both denomina•
that we may serve God best by being 'not slothful tions have studied at the Free University of Amin business, fervent in spirit.' We find in him. (i.e., sterdam and in the early days of both groups their
the Calvinist) a vigorous political interest, but not ministers, who were all imported from Holland, had
for the sake of the State; a steady di 1 i g e n c e in been trained at the Kampen Theological School,
labour, but not for the sake of riches; a careful, which might be considered the academic mother of
often intrusive social organization, but not for the both the Grand Rapids and the Potchefstroom Semsake of increasing human happiness; a zeal for pro- inaries.
ductivity, 'without any great interest in the objects
The story of the hi~tory of the Theological. School.
of production . . . Puritanism, we are told, was a at Potchefstroom is found in the December, 1944,
.vulgar and prosaic creed, hostile to beauty and'1'art. issue of the Bi-Monthly Koers, and much oFthe
This is not true. Calvin was a humanist and a same material is found in Die Kerkblad of January
sc.holar. Milton's father was a musician; John Mil- 17, 1945. Some interesting photos illustrate the
ton as a lad studied Greek, Latin, French and Ital- articles. In both cases the entire issue is devoted

7JU
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to the happy event. The pioneer professor was the
. Rev. Dirk Postma, who also was the pioneer leader
()£ the early Secession Church.. The second profes-,
sor to join him was the Rev. J. Lion Cachet. These
two pioneers were later followed by such men as
Prof; J, A. Du Plessis, Dr. S. 0. Los (who came
from and later returned to. the Netherlands) , Dr.
C. J. H. De Wet, Dr. J. D. Du Tait, and Dr. S. Du
Tait. The three last-named constitute the Seminary Faculty today. The number of students is
comparatively small, being less than a dozen. Meanwhile ~ College has grown out of the original literdepartment of the Theological School, and this

institution is likewise located today: at Potchefstroom. Its name is: Potchefstr.oom University
College for Christian· Higher Education. This is
the school on whose faculty our South African car-respondent, Prof. J. Chr. Coetzee, serves as Professor of Education.
We extend our heartiest congratulations to the
Faculty and the Board of Trustees, as well as the
students, of the Potchefstroom Theological School
on this .festive occasion. May God bless them and,.J
make them a great and increasing blessing for the<·"
development of the Reformed Faith in the Union of
South Africa
' C. B.

Th~ Sovereignty of God

History
William Goulooze

''.Z9·

H.E fool hath said in. his h·e.art, There is.
no God."i. Thus David in Psalm 14 in.
traduced the question of this hour. He
described the individu,als respot;1.sible
for such a .declaration by stating, "They are corrupt; they have done abominable works, there is
· none that doeth good.m Wit}J. perpendicular insight,
he continued. his historical interpretation by adding, "The Lord looked down from heaven upon the
children of men to see if there were any that did
1:1.nderstand and· seek God, They are all gone aside,
they are all together become filthy; there is none
that. doeth good, no, not one." 3
Within the compass of seven short verses, D.avid
scrutinized and summarized the persistent problem of God's sovereignty in history. He repeated
his analysis in Psalm 53 with practically the same
language. In both Psalms he blended the dramatic
with the lyric and set in contrast the seeming antipodes of history, namely, man the venomous villain, and God the victorious vindicator.
Our generation cannot dismiss this problem when
the sledge-hammer blows of sin and suffering fall
upon us with rapidity and intensity. Our blundering, blistering, bleeding world begs for an answer
to this seemingly baneful question. The historian
may not evade this question in the present crisis
or in any circumstance of history. Our fratricidal
times force and focus a consideration of this question.
It has become trite for hist~rians and preachers
to say that the age in which we live is the most crucial.· Even so, we may assert with safety that we
are now at the turning point of history. Present
day ;writers who sense the real meaning of history
indicate the seriousness of the situation. P. A. Sor•
' "

Professor of Church History
Western Theological . Seminary
Holland, ·Michigan

akin of Harvard states, "We are seemingly between
two epochs: the dying Sensate culture of our mag"'
nificent yesterday, and the coming Ideational culture of the creative tomorrow.",!, Dr. S. J. Case of
the University of Chicago writes, "Life in the present world is a constant challenge. The forces of
good and evil seem to be locked in a p e r p e t u a 1
struggle for supremacy over mankind." 5 W. Temple explains our difficult times when he says,
"Everyone recognizes that the present period is one
of the turning-points of human history. This war
is not a dog-fight between national imperialisms; it
is a struggle between two incompatible ways of
life." 6 Dr. J. A. Mackay of Princeton stresses the
stringency of our situation when he says, "The hori- .
zons are darker today than at any time in the
Church's history since the days of persecution in
the Roman Empire." 1 Many writers are deeply sensible of the perplexity of our problems, and the decay of the last decades. 8
In our panicky haste to change the map of the
'world, we have lost breath to praise God from
whom all blessings flow. Our technical and mechanical age is changing our faith in historic doctrines
and institutions. We are revolutionizing the very
framework of history. Former exclamatory decla-'
rations have become serious questions. We wander,
squander, and flounder because we have lost our
sense of historical balance. We have forfeited, forgotten, and frustrated God's sovereignty in history.
While it may be true, as Leslie Belton contends,
that "modern man is conscious of his roots," 0 we
hasten to add that the fruitage is not emblematic
of the rootage. We have not made the tie with his~
tory and with God. The average European, accord:ing to Dr. Tittle,1° is pessimistic. He hopes for diTHE CALVIN FORUM
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vine interference but .wonders how soon and com.:.
plete it can be. Dr. C; C. Richardson d.eclares that
the war has caused us to think in terms of the political and social meaning of life.n But these conpiderations have not brought us face to face with
, the real problem. In the words of A. R. Henderson, "Our view of God is one of the most solemn
and important questions that can engage our attention."12
·
In this "time between times,'' 13 when thinkers are
turningto the field of history14 to find the answer
for our "evening twilight" 15 of survival, and the assura:nce which the perennial past has always perpetuated, we need to consider:
I.

THE PROBLEM OF Gon's SovEREIGNTy; IN HISTORY.

moved and melted by the powers of their own ere ...
ation.
In this military age when human life is cheap,
men say with H. B. Alexander, "What interest can .
a God have in such a blown breath of time; •arid
space as in humanity:____dust of a planet· which it..;
self is but a particle in that cloudy immensity i,11
which the stars likewise are but as a dust settlin!§~·
into nothingness and fading into oblivion. Amid .·
the blizzards of cosmic matter and the wastes of
aeonic years what is man, or the whole course of
humanity, that a God should take note?" 22 We listen
to sociological baloonists who tell us that, God's sov;..
ereignty cannot be found in the world because it
manifests no triumph over the moral order of
things;
·

The historian always looks for reasons which
cause such spiritual bereavements. A glance dovY"n
the corridor of history reveals many side exits
through which men passed in their attem:et to
* *
understand God's sovereignty and its implicati~11'.s
*
for man. The very attempt to prove the inconfa.<>.:
Our first requirement is to discover:
vertibleness of Christian truth by Christian Wolff'
in the dawn of the Illumination, c on ta in e d the
I. THE PROBLEM OF GOD'S SOVEREIGNTY
germs of death as well as the seeds of life. TJ:le.
IN HISTORY
A. Tm: SEEMING PROBLEM OF Gon's SOVEREIGNTY. silent robot planes . of French Skepticism• fired. py
the license of German Protestantism landed .in
A. A. Hodge interprets the sovereignty of God Great Britain, producing English Deism, as dea:dly
by stating that it is "His absolute right to govern as any missile of modern warfare. The cycle of
and dispose of ~JI his creatures, simply according Higher Criticism in modern Germany left in its
to his own good pleasure." 16 Accepting this defini- wake Socinian devastation in the Netherlands, mqre
tion of Hodge, or of any other conservative theo- destructive than the heartless bombing of Rotter.,.
logian, 11 we expose a universe of questions. When dam ..
we think of the attitudes, past and present, single
The physical sciences uncover a mass of details
words present interpretations related to the under- but leave them unrelated to the God of our cosmic
standing of this problem. The words Agnosticism, beauty. 23 Scientific inventions give us. a smaller
Stoicism, Atheism, Deism, Skepticism, Theism, and world· of communication but a larger world to sov:.:
Pantheism recall the vast battleground of contro- ereign. A commensurate faith in God is not coupled
versy, the foxholes and the cross-fire in the fields with the immensity of naturalistic interpretation..·
0£ philosophy and theology. Looking at this lcmg
Many present day· interpreters precipitate the
conflict with the binoculars of faith and charity, one
problem of God's sovereignty by discussing the
must come to the con c I us ion of W. M. Dixon:
problem of evil.24 The understanding historiapo.
"Briefly and broadly the issue is what it has always
knows full well that the ramifications.of this prob· ·
been, and always will be, the age-long issue belem have often been the squeaking hinges on which .
tween Naturalism and Supernaturalism. In the end
everything melts into the cosmic background . Alt . the exit doors opened for deflected rationalists and
denatured pessimists. The philosophical basis of
enquiries lead to the one enquiry. The great deGnosticism, 25 the deadlock of Manichaeanism, 26 the
bate circles round .a few words-good and evil, the
boomerang of Monarchianism, 21 and the renovation ·
soul, immortality, God. 18
planned by the Montanists, the Novationists, and
It may be true, as Dr. H. T. Kerr asserts, that the· the Donatists give evidence of this persistent probhigh sounding philosophic nihilism of Bertrand lem. We do not want to boil this problem down to
Russell is now only an echo. 19 It may also be true the bane and blessing of history and say with R. R
that this world is neither agnostic or atheistic as he Lloyd, "There are only two antagonists, and their .
contends. It certainly is true, as Kerr admits, that names constantly change, but like the French prov""
men are .no longer very sure of God. 20 The assur- erb, the more they change the more they are the
ance of. His sovereignty, so crystal-clear to Isaiah, 21 same. The antagonists, to simple-minded interprehas gone into a· tailspin. The elevating rejuvena- ters, are simply God and Satan, and the prize or
tion of God's majesty is lost in the crucible of psy- their warfare is the soul of man. Such a view of
chological subjectivism. Lite for many has become history is taken by the author of the book of Job." 28
meaningless because they have lost sight of our We may not like the description of Satan's sinister
sovereign Lord. . So many are like wax soldiers, works as given by C. S. Lewis in The Screwtape

II.

THE PowER OF Gon's SovEREIGNTY IN HISTORY.
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Letters; 29 We must face either. a dualism or a devotion. And "dualism," according to J. S. Whale,
"concentrates on the orute fact of evil and virtually
denies .God's sovereignty." 30 . Such a dilemma is
yery distasteful to Bible-believing Christians.
We cannot brush Satan off the stage of life. He
challenges God's sovereignty. Satan's power for
evil remains a riddle. While the Christian remembers that this problem is as old as the Scriptures, 31
he must face it with a: new awareness. Even though
we cannot fully agree with Dixon, we cannot escape hi.s conclusion when he says, "It has been born
in µpon the simplest souls in all ages, as clearly as
upon all philosophers, that' if a creative and beneficent. principle is. at work in the world, a destructive and. apparently maleficent principle is also at
wprk, equal in power, equal in extent of its domination."32
We cannot agree with Dr. 0. Piper when he dismisses the power and problem of Satan by stressing
the• 1ncarnative appearance of Jesus Christ. Piper
·state's concerning Christ .. that "His coming brings
to an end the dominion of Satan. Christ's coming
implied the right against, and destruction of, the
· Satanic powers in this world." 33

*

*

*

related to the. problem of God's sover-

B.

THE SINISTER PROBLEM OF MAN'S SOVEREIGNTY.

.God made man able to sovereign. 34 Man forfeited
this right in his own free will. 35 This inaugurated
mCl,n'.s battle for sovereignty. Through the sinister
:suggestions of Satan, and by reason of his own self·
ishness; man always seeks to be sovereign over
others.. While we agree with Strahan that ''God's
Spirit has brooded over all of human life," 36 man
has often advanced his own sovereignty even with. 'in the organization of the Church. RecaU the
g.r:owth of the historic· episcopate, the mystical authority of the Roman Catholic Church in the Middle
Ages, the co:qtest between the Church and the State,
the breaking and remaking of sovereign power in
the Reformation. In short, the entire politico-ec.:.
clesiastical history of the Church demonstrates man
in revolt and man in resolve to find and maintain
dominion over others. Let us be swift to add that
in. the finding and in the fondling, in the fight and
in the fury to obtain, sovereign man comes to our
modern times with a deep sense of disillusionment. ·
.A graphic description of the futility of modern
;man is given by N. Berdyaev. "Man is today tormented by the disparity between the creative urge,
energy and daring with which he had embarked
upon modern history, and his final impotence either
to realize his aspirations or to create; Thus man
emerges from modern history not only deeply disillusioned, inwardly divided, and disintegrated, but
also creatively exhausted. Incapable of creating, ·
he yet thirsts to. create; this is the sign of both his

-

impotence and the penalty inflicted on him for his
self-affirmation and humanist refusal to submit
himself to the super-natural, as a result of which
his image disintegrates and his forces are dissi~
pated." 37
In the quest for sovereign power, the military
might of modern man brings nothing but multiplied
mutilation, misery, and murder. Man's claim for
achievement brings him to.the cliff without a chief.
He comes to the abyss of civilization without the
bliss of heaven's benediction. He stands at the
crossroads without a cross. Vainly he trusts in his
own sovereignty and fails to triumph in God's sovereignty. His evangelical humanism leaves him
with an evangelical gospel that is no longer human,
or drives"him to a humanism.which is not evangelical. . In his endeavor for humanistic sovereignty. he
discovers the bitter pain of its futility. In the language of H. L. Hough, "Humanism faces its crucial
hour when it must analyse the poison of its own
blood. It confronts the presence of destiny when it ·
must inspect the traitor lurking in the heart of the
hero." 38
·
The biological interpretation of Spengler and
Toynbee does not solve the riddle of man. Eicken's
theory of reaction does not realize the goal. Like
Schopenhauer we must stay close to the facts, but
when we do we become more disillusioned than
ever. Most modern interpreta tions 39 deny or overlook ma11's spiritual examination. Jhis brings us to
the heart of the problem. Thus, God accosted .Adam
concerning his violated dominion. 40
This spiritual confrontment brings us face to face
with man, the actor of history. Dixon says correctly: "The most troublesome thing in the world is the
individual man . . . There are vehement and hot.:.
headed men, selfless and conciEatory men. There
are sybarites and ascetics, dreamers and bustling
active men of affairs, clever and stupid, worldly
and religious mockers and mystics, pugnacious,
loyal, cunning, treacherous, cheerful and melancholy men. There are eagles among them, tigers,
doves and serpents. They display, varying as they
do in appearance, talents, behaviour, every type of
unpredictable reaction to their surroundings.''.u
With all this variation under God's sovereignty, we
are encouraged to note the interpretation of E.
Brunner. "Humanity cannot get rid of one thing,
the Christian idea of personality, the Christian idea
of humanity." 42
Man has tried to understand man with analysis
and observation. Great men have sought to evaluate this changeable creature. This presents a tremendous problem for the historian. "The mighty
Hegel, who twirled the universe round his finger,
found history much more difficult fo handle, for it
consists of the .doings of innumerable, unique, ob.;
stinate individuals. They decline to submit to any
common measure, or to be marshalled· under any
unifying principles. Their proceedings are incalculable."43
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We cannot escape the difficulty. As C. S. Lewis brilliant chemists. and metalurgists have contrived
reminds us, "It is men, not God who have produced in order to blast their fellows to pulp or blister
racks, whips, prisons, slavery, guns, bayonets, and them to agonizing death with a burning· gas. oo:.
bombs; it is by human avarice or human stupidity, scene tanks of hitherto .undreamed-of traveling and
not by the churlishness of nature, that we have shooting capacity, submarines with poterit long:.
poverty and overwork." 44 Such language makes ·us range torpedoes, machine guns that mow tnen down
think of Paul's portrait of man in Romans, 45 when. as a high-power reaper cuts wheat, cruisers with
he echoes the plight of the Psalmist. 46
colossal artillery-all these concentrate on destroyTo crystalize this problem in our minds, let us ing the brains, money, and hand-labor desperately
inhibit our thinking to the personal perplexities of needed for the education of youth, the building of
5
life. The eternal tension between God's sovereign- homes, the release of beauty, and happy living," P•
ty and man's lease-1end sovereignty, contains the
This is no sham battle of frivolity, but a shame- ·.
heart-throb of physical victory, but also the heart- ful belittlement of human life. We have joined·
ache of spiritual defeat. Such desperate trepida- hands with the country of Russia built by the. in-:
tion has been the test and the triumph of many genuity of a s.inister leader, Lenin, whose hands··
great leaders. It has made and unmade kings. It were stained with the blood of 1, 750,000 of his sub-'
has formed and deformed ecclesiastics. It may be jeds, slaughtered in order to obtain arid maintain
man in resignation; it can be man in rebellion. Like a dictator's sovereignty~ 51 We .have united to de,,
Asaph it .bothers us till we go into the· sanctuary stroy the greatest villain of all history. 52 We m:ust
of God. 47 It touches us in relationship to Christ fight for the great freedoms, but in doingso we are
both as "author and finisher" 48 of our faith. Some in danger of allowing "seven other spirits. more
call it a risk, others find it a romance. Its justice wicked ... to enter and· dwell there." 53
and its joy depend on the individual's attitude in
It is comparatively easy for us to historify oll.r
taking and. making his delegated sovereignty a de- conception of God's sovereignty and offer ·pious
_monic selfishness, or a devoted service.
·
pla ti tu des. If we could accompany one ·of our
bombardiers
perhaps we could bring the reality•of
If you think this is arm-chair history, match the
the
problern
before
us. If we lived an eternity of
events of the immediate past with the inimical
hellish
anguish
in
a
few minutes of time over the
present: What do you find? You discover the hur54
enemy
target,
and
dropped bombs to show the
. dles of man's sovereignty. They remain a power
enemy
with
block-buster
severity that we wap:ted,
in the hand of the aggressor, and a peril in the lives
to
be
sovereign,
we
might
emerge with a new sense
of the aggrieved. Try to imagine how they who ex· ·•· •.. ·
perienced the throes of our times felt toward the of the catastrophe of our crisis.
sovereignty of God. Review the invasion of NorNeed we.cite more evidence for this· problem.t !t
way, the bombing of Rotterdam, the stand at Stal- could be multiplied with infinite variety. Need. \V~
ingrad,. the surrender of France, the crisis at Kar-· say more? Just this in the language of Basil lVI~.t... • .
kov, the. destruction at Coventry, the eradication hews, quoting from his book, Shaping the Fut'lttfr>
of Lidice, the battles of Tarawa and Saipan, the "Man sits today in _the tent of Saul where these '<
ruins of Berlin, and the atrocities at Majdanek. 4 n daemonic powers compete for tyranny over his to~'" <'
Raise the curtain of history a Ii ttle higher and see mented spirit. We look now for the hand that c~If • •
Pearl Harbor, Bataan, Corrigidor, persecution in pluck from the harp of life music .that will lift tl'i~
the Netherlands, the French Huguenots, the Thirty cloud from man's soul, and for a voice that will·sing ·
Years War, and countless decayed monuments to the words that can chase those daemons back ;th
man's stormed sovereignty. All of them represent their native night." 55 Is there such a harp? qa,J:t
the Dunkirk of man's violated sovereignty. What sweet music return for a solution of our troubled.· ·
a sickening sadness! What a horrifying humility! spirits? The Christian historian answers yes. W:e
What stupendous strength is needed to sustain a will see why in our second consideration.
single generation because of man's mischievous at[This is the first instalment of Professor Goulooze's Inaugural
tainment!
Address as Professor of Historical Theology at Western Semi;,.
Basil Mathews gives us the correct diagnosis of
our world. "The arsenals of the Western world and
of Japan bulge with the bombs that diabolically
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nary of the Reformed Church of America at Holland, Michi:"
gan. It was delivered on September 21, 1944. The remaining pal't
of the address follows next month. All foot-notes will appear
at the close of the address.-EDITOR.]

i85.

Augustine's Psychology
Its Main Emphases

W

E CONSIDER next the chief thrusts of
Augustine's psychology. . Wherein lies
.•.
its essential genius? What is distinctive
about it? I believe this can be expressed
in two statements: man is responsible to God, and
the will is central in human nature.

Man's ResponsihiUty

to God
·Man's responsibility to God is the keynote of
Augustine's psychology. . This immediately sets
:p.im poles apart from modern, autonomous psychol. ogy, which has "no need for the hypothesis of God."
According to virtually all the modern psychologi. caL schools, man is simply. an organism which re. acts to a physical and social environment. Hence
the goal, if modern psychology can be said to have
a goal,is simply to adjust with the least friction to
:6:c:tture ·and society. Collective man sets whatever
11'l.oral standards are acknowledged. . If God is
spoken of at all, He is conceived as simply the pro:.
jection of human moral ideals. Strictly speaking,
there is no such thing as sin, redemption, or the life
to come.
For Augustine, however, ·the most basic fact
about man is his accountability to the God who
).U,-~de him. "Fecisti nos ad te," and the psychologi·cal consequence follows: "et inquietum est car nos,.
ti-um donec requiescat in te." Man was created to
serve God; hence, when he does/ not worship the
true God, he will make unto himself idols, images
·of ]:)easts and birds and corruptible things, and worship them. But he will find no. true rest of spirit
until he returns to the God who made him for Hims~lf. Adjustment, for Augustine, is thus first of all
adjustment to the will of God. Ethics is not mere
social code, or utilitarianism, or hedonism, but conformity to God's law. Man is not free to live as he
chooses; he is not the measure of all things. His
task in life is not just to free himself from conflicts;
but to discover more and more serious conflicts,
Under the light of God's law, and to despair of es. •. tablishihg his own righteousness. He is not to think
simply in terms of this life, but, mi n d f ul of the
jt.idgmertt to come, to "work out his own salvation
~ith fear and trembling." In short, man must live
for God; not merely for himself or for his neighbors.

Anthony A. Hoekema
Minlster Twelfth Stt·eet Church
Grand Rapids, Michigah

But Augustine goes still deeper than this. Not
only must man seek God; in his present state he
cannot, unless God seeks him first. Sin has vitiated
human nature; man no longer obeys His Maker but
follows his own inclinations, and divine initiative
is necessary if man is to return to his Heavenly
Father. "Loo~ with. pity; Lord, on these things,
ahd deliver us who call upon Thee now; deliver too
who. call not on Thee yet, that they may call on
Thee, and Thou mayest deliver them." (Confessions, Book I, Chap. X, Sec. 16.)

God the Chief Object
of Know ledge
Man's responsibility to God also has epistemological consequences. The most important object
of knowledge. is God. Speaking of the knowledge
of astronomy gained from studying the philos0'"'
phers, Augustine says: "Surely unhappy is he who
knoweth all these, and know et h not Thee; but
happy whoso knoweth Thee, though 4e know not
these." (Confessions, Bk. V, Ch. IV, Sec. 7.) Where
is God to be found? Chiefly, says Augustine, in the
soul. Perhaps this conviction was a relic of his
Neoplatonic days; at any rate , it explains much of
his interest in psychological questions. "Noli foras
ire, in te ipsum redi; in interiore homine habitat···
veritas" (Go not abroad, return unto thyself; i11.
the inner man dwelleth truth). (De vera Relig.,
Ch. 39.) In similar vein, Augustine writes in the
Confessions:
See there He is, where truth is loved. He. is within the very
heart, yet hath the heart strayed from Him. Go back .into
your heart, ye transgressors, and cleave fast to Him that made
you (Bk. IV, Chap. XII, Sec. 18).

Conversely, only by listening to what God says
about man can man understand himself. I quote
from Erich Dinkler's thorough and penetrating
study of Augustine's anthropology:
Sich selbst erkennen, das ist letztlich eine Utopie, es kann
nur mein Ich iiber sich selbst von Gott etwas hOren. "Quid
est enim a te audire de se, nisi cognoscere se?" ( Conf, X,
3). Das Object des Suchens wird jetzt gewechselt: Ich such
nicht miCh selbst, sondern suche nunmehr Gott, um <lurch ihn
mich selbst zu erfassen. (Erich Dinkler, Die AJ!thropologie ·
Augustins, p. 44.)

Man's ultimate epistemological task, therefore, is
to withdraw from distracting emotions and ofttimes .
'
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misleading sensations into the soul, .and the.nee to
seek God. Only· thus will he learn to know the two
chief objects of knowledge: God and the soul.

The Centrality
of the. Will
The second basic element in Augustine's psychology, not unrelated to the first, is the centrality
of the will. When asked why the world is what it
is, Augustine answers that such is the will of God;
we must not foolishly attempt, he ·says further, to
inquire beyond this, for there is nothing greater or
more ultimate than the will of God. It is not surprising that in man, mad.e in the image of God, the
most ultimate power is also the will. So, for instance, Rudolph Eucken, speaking of Augustine's
former confinement to the . "Gedankenkreise des
Platonismus,'' proceeds to say, "Er durchbricht
aber diesen Kreis und eroffnet neue Bahnen, indem
das Verlangen nach mehr Kraft und Selbstleben
ihn den Kern der Seele nicht mehr im Erkennen,
sondern im Wollen suchen heisst." (Rudolf Eucken,
Die Lebensanschauungen der Grossen Denker, p.
211.)
This centrality of the will, needless to say, had
its originin Augustine's own experience. His deepest struggle had been a struggle of the will. "As
he. analyzed his own feelings, he recognized his will
as his ipost important faculty. Consequently, he
believed the will to be the most important faculty
in all men. 'All .are none other than wills.'"· (Morgan, op. cit., p. 145.)

A Dynamic Psychology
One sees at once that Augustine's view of person:ality is dynamic, over against the static view of
Greek philosophy. For the. latter, man was a think:ing animal, and perfection was a static attainment
to perfectly n~alizable standards. For Augu~tine,
m·an was a creature of surging drives, striving and
struggling to reallze ideals unattainable in this life.
Not cold intellection but throbbing, warm-hearted ..
love has become the crowning human . virtue ..
Augustine thus has anticipated modern psychoanalysis by insisting that men are governed far
more by the drives that surge within than by tqe
thoughts and ideals which supposedly direct 01.lr
lives. He has also anticipated Kierkegaard and the
Barthian~ by stressing that men are what they ar~
largely because of the decisions of .will they have
made with respect to God and His precepts. It will'
be seen, too, that this emphasis on the centrality Qf
the will ties in with the stress _on responsibility;
man is responsiple for what he d()e~ precisely b13..
cause he is no machine, no chance product of b!ipd
forces, ·but a moral being endowed with a moral
will.
· ·

Relation Between
Will arid Intellect

A Break with
Gre.ek Rationalism
As Eucken suggests, this emphasis of Augustine
Clearly distinguishes him from previous Greek
rationalism. For Plato and Aristotle, man's chief
dignity lay in his .reason, his nous, whereby he is
able to escape the restrictions of sense and communicate with eternal ideas (Plato) or true form
(Aristotle). Virtue, according .to Socrates, is
knowledge. To know the true, the good, and the
peautiful is the supreme glory of man.
For Augustine, on the. contrary, man's chief task
is to will the good; namely, the. commandments of
God. His greatest dignity lies in his will, in his
moral nature, in his capacitT to respond to God.
Merely to know the good is not enough; one must
accept and adopt and execute the good with the
wholehearted consent of his will. What really
tounts is what a man does; not merely what he
thinks. The cul-de-sac of all rationalism is expresi?ed in Terence's famous line, "Video· meliora
:proboque; deteriora sequor." For Augustine, however, man answers to his real purpose only when
his acts as well as his thoughts are acceptable in
the sight of God.
THE CALVIN FORUM

The reason why :rnere thought is hot sufficient is
that Augustine recognizes the p r es e n c e of evil
forces within. To do good is much more than mere
intellection; it involves victory over demonic forces
-a victory which i~ possible only through the .om::·
nipotent grace of God.
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What, however, is the relation between willart~
intellect in Augustine? The latter. had too muc;~ •·.·
Neoplatonism in him, and was too much of a thil}k"" . ,
er, wholly to disparage the intellect. He does re1ilt .·
ize that only when we learn to subordinate desire~
and passions to the God-enlightened intellect qc)'p
we properly order our )ives. But his point i;f: su.ch
subordination is possible only through the ~Jk
which assents to the d i c t a t e s of the intellect ·
Hence, ultimately, the will plays the executive· role
in all behavior; one cannot exalt reason above will,
for without will reason would .be like the English
monarch, who reigns but does not rule. Morgan
confirms the point we .have just been making:
To set free the will is, finally, the substitution of the supremacy of the intellect for that of the will. Yet, in so far
as the supremacy of the intellect cannot maintain itself without the "amor essendi et sciendi," the will remains the ·co•
efficiept of the intellect, even in the highest sphere of. man's.
operations (Ibid., p .. 161).
Augustine shows a certain independence of the teaching. of
Plato and asserts that the possession of reaction does not Iiec~
essarily guarantee power over oneself. Although· a person·
may conquer wild beasts, yet he may be powerless to .subdue
himself. Fools are such, not because they are devoid .. of rea'son,. but because they do not submit to its rule (Ibid., p. 189).

i8'7

.'.For ·Augustine, therefore, the intellect is impor. tant, since it furnishes the light whereby man must
w;:i.lk. But even more i m p o r t a n t is the way in
which a man walks, and this is determined. primarily by the will. I:r:itellect, hence, indispensable as
·· it is, is in a certain sense a surface phenomenon;
it is the will which reveals what a man really is,

and.determines what he does. "By the:lr fruits ye
shall know them:" In the final Day of Reckoning.
we shall be judged, not by what we have thought
or what we have felt, but by what we have done.
[This is the second article on Augustine as a Psychologist.
The third, appearing next month, will complete the discussion,.
-Editor.]

Evaluation Vs. Measureinent
of Educational Products
Cornelius A. Plantinga

.·
E

Jamestown College
Jamestown, North Dakota

VERY activity of any importance to man
whether it be valued for its own intrinsic
hature or for its direct or indirect outcomes,
is commonly subjected to fairly regular appraisals. This is true. whether the activity be regarded as a serious or as a playful one, witness e.g:
· the records kept in commercial or scientific endeavors but also the scores kept by golfers or bridge
players. Such appraisal may be applied to the activity as a whole, to its various parts or aspects, or
·to particular techniques employed in carrying it
on. Without such appraisal it cannot be determined whether or not the activity in question is
yielding the values for which it is carried on, and,
c9nsequently, it is impossible to judge intelligently
whether this activity should be continued in the.
.. present manner, whether it should be discontinued,
or .. whether it should be continued with certain
variations in technique. It is true that even after
such appraisal has been made we do not yet possess
all the data needed to .determine the necessary or
desirable modifications of our present behavior, for
appraisal yields only a knowledge of the values of
the types of behavior considered; it does not in itself suggest the needed changes. For this latter
imagination, comparison and mental trial and error
(Gedanken-experimente) must also be called upon.
A.ppraisal, then, is a necessary but not a sufficient
condition for the intelligent control of conduct.

*

•

*

The term "appraisal" is used here in the widest
sense to include both measurement and evaluation.
Measurement implies the possession of a definite
unit or standard which can be objectively exhibited
and applied so that, either practically or theoretically, it becomes possible to designate quantitatively the relation of that which is measured to the
unit of measurement. The object measured can be
said t.o "contain" the unit of measurement a given
number of times. Evaluation.differs from measurement in that it does not imply a definite standard

of comparison which can be objectively exhibited
and applied, and, as a result, does not admit even
in theory of an exact ·quantitative designation or a
ratio between that which is measured and a unit
of measurement. This does not mean that evaluation is merely inexact measurement. Evaluation
implies a standard whose nature must be positively
as well as negatively distinguished from. the standard involved in measurement. The standard involved in evaluation is a value, which cannot be
objectively exhibited, not because it is quantitative
but indefinite, but because it is not quantitative at
all. While the various units of a definite type of
measurement differ only quantitatively, the standards of evaluation differ qualitatively. Since, however, both measurement and evaluation imply the
application of a standard (though the standarqs
differ in nature) they have something in common
which justifies the application of the common term
"appraisal" to both.
Measurement is usually held to be restricted to
physical and tangible things, evaluation being par-·
ticularly appropriate for intangibles. This formu..,
lation while suggestive of a general truth is ·1n ob':
vious need.of some modification, for physical things
may be appraised as more or less valuable as well
as in terms of quantitative standards, and certain
intangibles, such as time, may be measured in an
exact quantitative way. In general, however, intangibles can be measured only indirectly, and
whenever this is true interpretation is needed in a
sense in which this is not necessary for direct measurement.
In the field of education we hear much of measurement, much less of evaluation. As a result of
an apotheosis of natural science and its exact quantitative methods, education along with many other
·complex social disciplines has sought to measure
where it should evaluate. This measurement has
been applied in many phases of education, but we·
will consider here only its application to the ou.t:..
comes of teaching. It may safely be said that the
most important educational products or outcomes
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are intangibles and can therefore be measured only
indirectly if at all. It is ·true that certain educatfonal outcomes especially of a motor type seem to
be capable of direct measurement, but to such skills
we cannot properly assign the importance which
we attach to attitudes, appreciations, insights, etc.,
because they do .not constitute generalized controls
of conduct but only expressions or implements of
such generalized controls. Hence the most important outcomes of education are cap ab 1 e only of
evaluation or of indirect measurement necessitating interpretation ultimately in terms of values.

*

*

*

Such interpretation is of two types. The former
subserves the purposes of measurement; e.g., when
time is measured. in terms of spatial intervals on
a clock surface the interpretation, if successful,
leads to quantitative statements. The second type
of interpretation (of the measurement of intangibles) subserves the purposes of evaluation. It consists of an attempt to show the significance of measurement for evaluation. The results of measurement are expressed in non-value terms such as
pounds, inches, or intervals of time. W h e t h, e r
much, little, or an intermedate amount is desirable,
or wh~ther all are matters of indifference is not
revealed by the figures themselves. Interpretation of such figures is imperative. Without such
interpretation measurement, even if it indirectly
applied to intangibles of great importance in education, is rhere description.
In practice the values in terms of which educa'tional outcomes are appraised must be translated
. into aims of education. Since these aims are manifold and qualitatively distinct we need a manifold
of evaluative devices and techniques ~ncorporating
a variety ideally corresponding to the variety of
the aims which have been selected. At best, however, every ready-made device is too static and
crude to deal adequately with the bewildering
variety and complexjty represented by all the
phases and interrelations of the aims of any worthwhile philosophy of education. Hence the need for
a great deal of flexibility in the application of such
devices and for the liberal use of the more informal
techniques of evaluation, including observation,
interviews etc. But such techniques, so used, obviously cannot ~be purely objective, since objectivity is designed precisely to eliminate flexibility, informality, and interpretation. In fact it may fairly be said that the demand for objectivity is often
a demand for the elimination of intelligence on· the
part of the teacher, who is expected to become only
q. channel for the "higher" intelligence of the learned gentlemen who devise objective tests.
It is universally agreed that a good test must be
both valid and discriminative, i.e., it must appraise
that which it purports to appraise and, as a corrollary, it must distinguish the existence of a desired
educational outcome from its noh-e:X:istence and, if
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possible, the various degrees to which this outcome
is present in the learne.r. It follows from this fact
and from the hature of the most important educa.:.
tional outcomes that pure objective measurement
cannot by itself serve the purpose of the educator.
For such measurement does not actually appraise
the outcomes most important in education, but only
certain outcomes which may be considered as subsidiary and concomitant, or even valueless except
as expressions or implements of other outcomes
which measurement by its very nature fails to appraise. These more important outcomes which the
objects of measurement are barren and valueless
can only be evaluated in the manner suggested
above.

*

•

*

Having seen the superiority of evaluation to
measurement it must be recognized that measurement has its place as a subsidiary to evaluation.
Properly interpreted, measurement can yield in.:.
valuable information as to the degree t6 which .the
expressions and implements of the major aims of
education are present in the learner.
More important still is the problem of the man:ner in which the. values (aims), in terms of which
evaluation is carried on, shall be recognized. Meas.:urement characteristically seeks its norms in aver""
ages. Whenever a teacher appraises the outcom~s
of learning in a particular pupil in terms of "class
averages" or even in terms of averages of. large+
pupil groups, when these are available, the sus'.'.'.
picion is fairly well grounded that the appraisal is
conducted in the spirit of measurement rather than.
in that of evaluation. The latter is too individual
and complex a matter to admit of treatment iri ·.
terms of averages. Most appraisal of educational
outcomes with reference to '.'the demands of soci"'.
ety" make use of averages. The outcomes in the ·
individual learner are said to be satisfactory if they · ·
measure up to the degree in which these outcomes
are present in "the average rhan." This standarcf•
of appraisal is unsatisfactory even for measure:;;
ment since "the average man" in most societies i$ ·
a sorry spectacle, But for a philosophy of educa.:.
tion in which evaluation rather than measurement
is r~cognized as the required approach to appraisal,.
averages are of comparatively little use.
As distinct from numerical quantities, values <l~' ·
not permit of averaging. They are either present•
or absent. There is no middle ground. The most
important question remaining is: "If averages are
unacceptable, how shall we find the .values bv
which the aims of education are to be determined·?~'
Modern educational theory can only answer: ''By
discovering the values exemplified in highly progressive societies." At first glance this is helpful;
in the end it is not. For the question remains: ..
"Which societies are progressive?", and the answer
must be: ''Those in which we find the values which
"'
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VJ'.e recognize as normative."·Thus we hci.ve a vicim1s
circle and we .. end in complete relativism. Wliile
q,verages are relative to certain quantities, practical norms are relative to found values. Now if
these, too, can be held to be in constant flux we are
still Without a basis for fixing the aims of education
and consequently for appraising its outcomes. In.
the end, then, we are driven to the recognition of
the philosophic argument for the absoluteness and
stability of values which maintains quite simply

that without an acceptance of such absoluteness '
and stability we contradict ourselves at every turn.
On this issue the Christian will not be at a loss.
at to where he shall take· his stand. In God1s revela,..
tion we have, in part explicitly and in part implicitly, given the value1~. which are normative for us as
aims for our living and as a basis for its appraisal.
There, too, we can find absolute and unchanging
standards for the appraisal of the education of our
children .

.The Religion of Freelllasonry
James Putt

Pastor Christian ~eformed Church
Fulto~, Illinois

Chrbtian is not a person who merely .contributes
to the church and occasionally attends a service. A
real Christian is not even a person ·who holds an
office in the church. Many people consider such
persons Christians. The Bible warns very explicitly against such false conceptions of a Christian.
Think of the words of Jesus wheh he said, "Not
every one that saith unto me, Lord, Lord, shall
'enter into the kingdom of heaven; but he that doeth
the:; will of my Father which is in heaven."' (Matthew 7: 21.)
According to the Bible, to be a Christian means
to b~ a living member of Christ's body which is
called ·the Church, The Heidelberg Catechism. asks,
"Why are you called a Christian?" The answer js,
"Because I am a member of Christ by faith, and
thus a partq.ker of His anointing, that I may con-··
fess His name, present myself a living sacrifice of
thankfulness to Him, and with a free and good con:.
science fight ·against sin and the devil in this lif,e,
and hereafter reign with Him eternally over all
creatures." (Lord's Day 12, Question 32.) A Christian is a person who has been redeemed, body and
soul, from all his sins with the precious blood of
Christ, and Christ has delivered him from all the
power of the devil and has made him His own pos-:.
session. Christ is His Savior and Lord. (Heidel.berg Catechism, Lord's Day 13, Question 34.)
A Christian is a born-again man. He is saved by
the sovereign grace of God. He lives in absolute
dependence upon God. He aims in all h.is living. at
the glory of God. He loves God above an· else and
seeks to live wholly for God in every realm of life.
And my examination of the religion of Freemason"'
ry is from the viewpoint of a Christian in the biblical sense of the word. I shall let the Lodge speak
for itself. I shall examine Masonry by the words
It may be we11 that I make clear what I believe of its own leaders. By their own words Freemason.the Bible means by a Christian; A Christian is not ry shall stand .justified or condemned in the eyes of
a person who is 'merely affiliated with a church and all true Christians. This method is fair to all conis active in various societies of that church. A cerned, and scientific too.
·a···.·.·
. .·•.·· ..····.·· ·.FEW.

ye.ars ago I had
the at
privilege
of taking post-graduate
work
Princeton
Seminary. The course in "Modern Reli. gious Cults" required a term-paper on a
subject assigned by the professor. The subject given
me was Masonry.
. I had been taught by my parents and pastors that
. Freemasonry is a false religion. My church, The·
Christian Reformed Church of America, opposes
Masonry for that reason. I believed my parents
·and church to be correct in their teaching concerning the Lodge. But since I was required to write the
term-paper on Masonry, my faith has becomefirmly established that Freemasonry is a religion. And
it is worth a Christian's time and effort .to investigate and examine the principles and practices of
Freemasonry, since membership in it affects so
vitally the life of his church and his own spiritual
life. As Calvinists you are duty bound to make a
thorough investigation of the Masonic Order if you
1are a member or contemplate becoming one, because Calvinists believe all things must be done to
God's glory ahd honor. The questions a believer ·
in the. Lord Jesus Christ must answer when he
seeks membership in the Lodge or when he is a
1J1ember of any. oath-bound secret society, or any
society, are: Is my membership in the Lodge 'aodglorifying? What are the principles and practices
of the organization? Does. my membership require
of me fellowship in matters of a false religion and
worship? After all, our Christian faith must be applied to all of life, also our social life. ··And it takes
a Calvinist to apply Christianity to every sphere of
· life ...
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Here are two more s ta t e m e n t s of. the same
author: "The religion, then, of. Masonry is pure
. My fundamental objection to membership in the theism" (Lexicon of Freemasonry, page 404); "the·
Masonic Lodge on the part of Christians is that truth is that Masonry is undoubtedly a religious
Masonry is a false religion. And since Freemason- institution" (Masonic Jurisprudence, page 9!?}.
Such clear statements could be multiplied by 'the
~y is regarded as the mother of approximately eight
hundred different oath-bound secret societies in the dozens.
J. S. M. Ward is another high degree Mason. :fr~
United States, and they are all s i m .i 1 a r to the
Masonic .order in their rituals, secrets, terms of has written several books on the subject of Masonmembership, objects and purposes, therefore the ry, and his books are highly recommended by the
objection stands for all oath-bound societies. Now Lodge. He states, "I consider Freemasonry is a
I shall proceed to prove my charge from the writ- sufficiently organized school of Mysticism to be entitled to be called .a religion." (Freemasonry: Its
ings of Masonic authors.
Aims
and Ideals, page 185). Furthermpre, "I bold-' •
There are many such au.thors. Their books are
ly
aver
that Freemasonry is a religion" (Idem, page
advertised in Masonic magazines and come highly
187).
In
the light of these statements of such
recommended by leading Masons and influential
prominent
Masons it is a proven fact that Masonry
lodges. I know that the claim is made that .there
is
a
religion.
It is childish to deny it and. foolish
is no apthority in Masonry. This is a convenient
to
ignore
it.
And
Masons who deny it are either
loop-hole. The reviewer in . the magazine of the
ignorant
of
the
organization
or wilful deceivers.
Masonic Research Society of St. ·Louis, Missouri,
puts it this way: "What the religious minded antimasons can never seem to understand . . . is that
Masonry
there is no authority in Masonry. Pierson may inNot Christianity
terpret things his way, Mackey in his, but every
Now there is only ohe true religion and that jS
brother has equal freedom to think, to· interpret, to
Christianity
.. All other religions are false. Ch:r;is:.
speak and to publish.'' (The Builder-Sept., 1928.)
tianity
is
founded
upon the infallibleWord of G.o4;
But if a book, written by a high Mason about Mathe
Bible,
God's
supernatural
revelation to J.nan:
sonry, and recommended by the Lodge and lodgekind.
The
true
God
is
the
Triune
God of Sc:dptur~,
men of note, c.omes without authority, then, accordThe
true
Savior
is
the
Son
of
God
who
became flesh,
ing to the above statement, the statement about
our
Lord
Jesus
Christ,.
through
whose
sacrifice siri-:
such books and authors is without authority too.
ners
are
reconciled
to
God
by
Faith,
apart
from all
And tlie question arises, who are they who recomhuman
works
and
character.
Therefore
must a
mend these books and authors and place them in
Christian
ask,
what
is
the
genus
of
the
Masonic
re~
public libraries, Masonic libraries and sell them at
ligion?
If
it
is
not
Christianity,
it
is
false.
If
it
is
l\fasonic book stores?
.
false, a Christian can not affiliate with the Masori.i~
A. G. Macfi:ey is one of the best informed men of Order.
·
.the Masonic Lodge. He is a thirty-three degree
I shall let the Masonic authors speak. "The r~"'. ·.
Mason and has held many offices in the organizaligion
in Freemasonry iS not Christianity." (Ency:::.
tion; He practically spent his life in research work
concerning Masonry and was a voluminous writer clopedia of Freemasonry-Mackey, page 641). "T}ie
o.n the subject. His outstanding work is his Ency- religion of Masonry is not sectarian. It admits men
9lopedia of Freemasonry. Under the article on Re- of every creed within its. hospitable bosom, reject....
ligion the author discusses fully the right of Mason- ing none and approving none for his peculiar faith ..
ry to be called a religious institution. He tells us It is not Judaism-it is not Christianity. It does
that some of the timid brethren have been afraid not meddle with sectarian creeds or doctrines, but.
to declare Mp.sonry a religious institution lest the teaches fundamental truths" (Idem, page 641);.
opponents of Masonry should use this fact against Furthermore, "if Masonry were simply a Christiari
the. Lodge. But he insists that the truth be told. institution, the Jew and the Moslem, the Brahman
And he proves conclusively that Fr e em a son r y and the Buddhist, could not conscientiously .par".'
meets every requirement of Webster's three prl- take of its illumination; but its universality is .its ·
. mary definitions of religion, and sums up his proqf boast. In its language, citizens of every nation may:
in the following words: "Look at its ancient land- converse. At its altar men of all creeds may kneel.
marks, its sublime ceremonies, its profound sym- To its creed, disciples of every faith may subscribe?:' ·
bols and allegories-all inculcating religious doc- (Idem, page 462.) "So broad is the religion of MatriI1e, commanding religious observance, and teach- sonry, and so carefully are all sectarian tenets ex~.
ing religious truth, and who can deny that it is eluded from the system, that the Christian, the
. eminently a religious institution? Masonry, then; Jew, and the Mohammedan, in all their numberless
:is indeed a religious institution; and on this ground sects and divisions, may and do harmoniously commainly, if not alone, should the religious Mason de- bine in its moral and intellectual work with the
fend it." (Encyclopedia of Freemasonry, page 640- Buddhist, the Parsee, the Confucian, and the wor-' .
shipper of Deity under every form." (The· Masonie;
641.) This statement is as clear as crystal.

. A Religious Institution
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Monitor, T. s: Webb, page 285.) In all sincerity, I
ask .you, fellow-christians, what about II Corinthians 6:14-18 and I Corinthians 5: 9, 10?
.The Universal

Religion
. Mackey asserts that the Bible in the Lodge is re. g?rded as symbol of the will of God and it is placed
on the same level with the sacred books of other
religions . (Encyclopedia of F. M~, page 104). Ward
adinit~ that Masonry is rooted in ancient paganism.
He traces the religious tenets of Masonry back to
the religions of India and ancient Mexico and Rome.
:ije clairns there are certain basic ideas common to
all religions, and Masonry is the best custodian, the
rnost • trustworthy of them all. Therefore Masons
are welCome w h e r e v e r these basic religious
thoughts are found. (Art. "Christianization of F.
f\'[." in Encyclopedia of F. M. and its Kindred
Sciences, by Ward, Hugham and Hawkins. Two
volumes: F. M. and the Ancient Gods, by Ward,
pages 9, 13, 14, 341).
Furthermore, Ward considers Masonry to be the
common basis from which . all religious systems
}lave developed. All religious people can meet on
the level and part on the square in the lodge. And
his grand ideal is a Grand Lodge of the World which
can a:nd .will· be universal in government. The religion of Freemasonry in no way conflicts with any
other religion, unless that religion holds that no
()n~ can be saved outside of its portals. (F. M. and
the Ancient Gods, Ward, pages 126, 176, 178, 183,
192, 2217, 3321 341 and F. M. Its Aims and Ideals, by
Wa:rd 1 page 187.)
.···. Masonry is not merely a social order as many
.claim. Joseph Fort Newton emphasizes this fact
strongly in his book, The Religion of Freemasonry.
·:He regrets that many regard Masonry as a mere
§Odal order. To him it is "not a relegion, but Religion ... not a church, but a worship in which all
me:n of .all religions may unite." (Page 10, 11). And
. .l\itackey agrees (Masonic Jurisprudence, page· 95) .
. Masonry is a religious institution. The religion
i~ not . Christianity. This is indisputable on the
b~Si§ of the evidence.
It stresses two religious
tenets, namely, the existence of a Supreme Being
· 51nd the immortality of the soul. (Masonic Juris.· prudence, by Mackey, page 95). But these two
tenets are common to all religions. The Supreme
Being of Masonry is not the God of Scripture, the
'Father whom Jesus revealed. He is merely the
CtA.O.T.U., which means, The Grand Architect of
the }Jniverse. To summarize: Masonry claims to
be the essence of all religions. It guards the most
ancient esoteric worship. It aims at a universal religion . on the basis of the religious aspirations of
man. Such a religion is naturalistic and evolution. istic rather than supernatural and revelationary.
The God of Scripture is the Triune God. He has
been manifested in the flesh in Jesus Christ, His
only begotten Son. And .this G.od of the Bible can

not . be confessed,·honored., worshipped, believed in,
or prayed to, apart from Jesus Christ, (John l: i,
14 and John 5: 23 ). But a Mason cannot. do this
in the lodge. He will offend somebody. Therefore
Christ is ignored in Masonry. Scriptural quotations
in the Masonic ritual omit the same Christ. I Peter
2: 5, 2 Thessalonians 3: 6 and 3: 12 are quoted, but
the name Lord Jesus Christ is omitted. (Masonic
Ritualist, by Mackey, pages 271, 348, 349.) And
these omissions ate called "slight but neces§ary
· modifications." (Idem, page 271.) Read Mackey's
Masonic Ritualist for yourself and you .will find
twenty-eight prayers, and not one is in the name
of our Lord Jesus .Christ. (I John 4: 3.) If Mason.,
ry can not confess the Christ, it can not confess the
true God. And if it does not confess the true God,
it confesses a false God. And if it confesses a false
God, it is Simon-pure paganism.

The Christian Church
and Masonry
Much more could be written about the religion
of Masonry. Not a word has been written so far
about the way of salvation which it teaches; about
the taking of Masonic oaths which are contrary to
Christian ethics. But enough has been written. to
show that Masonry is a false religion. It is the
devil's substitute for the church. Masonry is an
evil that honeycombs the Christian Church in
America. Many Christian churches tolerate this
evil in their midst. Even Christian ministers are
members of the Masonic order. How is it possible?
It is a very strange phenomenon.
Let me suggest four reason for this enigma. In
the first place, there are professing Christians .who
do not know what Christianity is. They think
Christianity and religion are the same. If an or"'
ganization is religious and has a Bibl.e present, of~
fers prayers, etc., they conclude that the organization is Christian. They are sincere but they lack
knowledge. And they deserve our sympathy.
Probably their pastors are to blame, because they
have not informed their members of the evn of the
Lodge. In the second"' place, there are professing
Christians who do not know what Masonry is.
Some have never read one book on the subject explaining its aims and ideals. They do not even
know such books exist. This is also true of members of other organizations. Some professing Chris~
tians do not ev.en know what their church stands
for. Surely Christians should ascertain what is the
doctrinal position of their church and the religious
position of their Lodge. In the third place, there
are some professing Christians .who continue their
relation with Masonry in spite of the fact that they
know what Christianity is and what Masonry is.
That is worse. This position is pitiful. They· are
without excuse. And among them are Christian
ministers of the Gospel and elders in the church of
Christ. They are not loyal to God and His Word.
They are inconsistent. They believe one thing and
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live anoth~r .. · In the fourth place, there are some
professing Christians who have deviated from the
faith of our fathers; They are the Modernists who
relegate the infallible Bible, who designate the
blood aJonement as butcher-shop theology and who
declare· the .virgin birth ·of Christ and His deity as
non-essentials. That such affiliate with the Lodge
can be understood.

Jesus Christ on earth can take regarding this mat-;
tE'.r; The Church of Chril?t should enlighteri its menf,,.
bers about oath-bound, secret societies.
It is just as inconsistent and sinfUl to be a melllber of the Christian Church' and the Masonic ord~t
as it is to be a member of the Christian Church and
the Theosophical, the Christian Science or Uni~
tarian Society. Elijah Alfred Coyle, a Unitarian
minister and a Mason, is consistent when he calls
heart-and-soul Masons to leave the evci.ngelica1
churches and join the Unitarian Society, beqaus~
the teachings of the Unitarian Society and of Masonry agree perfectly. (Tract: The Relation of flie
Liberal Churches and the Fraternal Orders.) Therefore, it is consistent on the part of· the Church ()f
our Lord Jesus Christ to call true Christians ·to
leave and forsake Masonry and. be a member
God's church only, because the religious teaqhings
of Masonry and of the Christian Church confl,ict.
The religion of Masonry is naturalistic and evolu.:.
tionary. The r~ligion of Christ's church ..is super:natural and revelationary.

Lodge Membership and Church
J.Vlembership Incompatible
Every true C h r· i s t i a n should take his stand
against any organizatidn when membership in it
requires fellowship of Christians and non-christians in matters of religion and worship. That is
what Paul meant in II Corinthians 6: 14-18. And
every Christian denomifila ti on, true. to the Bible as
God's infallible Word, should take a definite stand
against Lodge membership by its church members.
No member in the Masonic order may be tolerated
ir1 the .Christian church indefinitely. This is the
only consistent ·position the Church of our Lord

of.

"THE CABINET-MAKER AND HIS SON"
A Parable on the Glorification of God
by
ALA BANDON

N THE street Celestial, in the city of Infinity, lives a cabinet-maker, truly the great~
est of all artisans: He set his hand to the
making of a great cabinet, wonderfully
elaborate and amazingly beautiful. Although it
was fearfully and wonderfully intricate, every part
hinged perfectly with every .other anfl fitted just
e:xactly, so that no part was needless and each part
made its contribution, whether great or small, to
the perfection of the whole,
·
The cabinet-maker had a son whom he loved
dearly and of whom he dreamed that he would become like himself, a great artisan. Th.rough the
son's early youth the cabinet-maker 1 it er ally
breathed his own genius into his son, and to his joy
he saw him growing up as an image of himself.
The great artisan brought his son close to his masterpiece when it was finished and showed it to him,
and the son inspected it all with a very clear understanding. He was so much like his father:

(9

"Now, my son," said the cabinet-maker, "I will
leave this cabinet in your care. It is for you to care
for .it and add your bit to the adornment of its
beauty."
For a time, the son was content with his part in
the making and preserving of his father's handiwork. But there came a day when the father's
greatest enemy came to the son in the guise of a
THE CALVIN FORUM
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friend and said to him, "You are surely foolish tO
be content with just taking care of this masterpiece .
of your father's. Is .this a way to make you ah artl,,.
san like himself? Your father only means fo make
you a slave. If you'd set a stout wedge against this..
secret panel, and break it open, you would find at.
once the secret of your father's skill, and in a few
moments you can become as great a workman as
your father."
··
The temptafion was too strong for the son. He
set his wedge against the panel that the enemy sl1g- ·
gested, and behold! the entire cabinet fell int(>
pieces before his· horrified eyes and the . son kneW
not where to hide for shame. Not only was thEi..
cabinet ruined but the wedge cut both of the son's
hands, and as he looked at them, torn and bleed-,
ing, he realized that there was now no hope of his
ever becoming a cabinet-maker like his father. ·
The wicked, wounded son's father was an able
physician as well as a great artisan, and he. now
faced a greater .task than he had ever encountered
before. "This," he said to himself, "will bring me
even greater honor than my cabinet. r will heal
. my son's hands and he will yet help me to make
·
a new cabinet that will be greater and· more beautiful than the original and I will make it unbreak:able."
The broken hands· of his son were bound up by
his loving father; and the father's matchless skill
.. l93

found a way of remaking those scarred hands so
that they might yet work to the father's honor and
pleasure. In order to prepare him: for more difficult
tasks, the son: .was set to work to do what he could
with the broken pieces of the .ruined cabinet. His
father promised him a reward ;for whatever good
he did, and if he failed, the father woµld take the
work out of his hands and see that it was .finished.
"It is, after all, my reputation that is at stake,"
said the cabinet-maker, and he told his son something of his plans for that greater perfect cabinet.
"And,'' he said, "I will be honored if you will work
with me to prepare the materials for that new piece
of work."
The son worked with his fumbling half-healed
hands upon the seemingly hopeless mass of broken
fragments which had once been his father's pride.
It was disGouraging work and the enemy still came
and looked on, and dropped vague hints and suggestions calculated to dishearten the young man in
his already· feeble effort.
One day the enemy said, "What's ·the use of your
trying? Your father is determined to make a new
cabinet anyway. If you fail in your part, he will
remake your work and honor himself anyway."
Again, the temptation proved too strong, and the
son, weary and downcast, sat down beside the frag-

ments, his hands hanging slack between his knees,
and in tones of aching discouragement he said,
"Father, I cannot do anything that can be a credit
to you, just do it all yourself and gain the honor
for yourself."
At these words, the father sat down with the son
and pleaded with him:
"I could do that, my son, but it w o u 1 d be an
empty glory. The dearest ambition of my heart is
not to glorify myself but to see you, my son, grow
up to glorify me. For that I healed your brok.en
hands, and for that I'm teaching you now to work
for me again. It is slow, and I too weary of it
often. But _it is the only way to attain my fondest
hope. Someday I want to be able to exalt my son
even before my enemies, with an exaltation that
you could not c:tttain alone, .but for which you rriust
strive with all your power. Then I will not only
honor myself, I shall be glorified by you."
The son struggled on, then, and his efforts were
as feeble as before. But there was a new light in
his eyes and a new song in his heart,
''Take my life, and let it be
Consecrated, Lord, to Thee.
Take my hands and let them move
At the impulse of Thy love."

APPRAISEMENT
What is the war's
Severest toll?
A body maimed?
A wounded soul?
A star of gold?
A lonely heart?
The willful wreck"
Of priceless art?

Or orphan eyes
With vacant stare,
And pale young cheeks,
And small feet bare
That trudge for refuge
Weary milesA little child
That seldom smiles.
I fear no bombs,
No night alarms;
My baby's safe
Within my arms.
I shed a tear,
And breathe a prayer
For babes and mothers~
Over there!
VERNA SMITH TEEUWISSEN
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CONDITIONS IN OCCUPIED HOLLAND
Cl\ESPITE the almost total Nazi looting of food, fuel,
·clothing and everything else that can be carried away,
the people of the Netherlands still live in the strong
hope that "all this will soon end, and our country will rise
again," said Alfred J. Benwell, .a commissioner in the Salvation Army, who left Amsterdam on January 1, 1945, in an
interview with Aneta, Netherlands News Agency. Mr. Benwell
had beeri sent to Holland from England in November, 1939 to
act as leader of the Dutch Salvation Army. He was caught in
the Nazi blitz of May, 1940 and forced to Jive the next four
and a half years under the German occupation. Only then he
and his wife were advised that they would be "exchanged";
both arrived in New York on the Gripsholm on February 21.

LJ

An Eye Witness Account
"It is hard to realize," Benwell asserted "that Holland as
it is now can be put on its feet again. The condition of the
Amsterda.m people is more than pitiable. All they can buy are
the meagerest of rations; neither clothing nor any of the
other commodities of which there used to be an abundance in
prewar Holland, are to be had. People patch and repatch their
clothing-and even then there are great difficulties because to
find darning cotton or wool is no mean task.
"Many Dutch people tried to gef something to eat from
the. country but the Germans were constantly frustrating
them by confiscating what food they had been .able to obtain.
German guards. were posted at strategic crossroads; whenever
anyone approached they would search him and take away any
foodstuffs he might carry, including a few potatoes for which
he had doubtlessly paid a high price.
"One pitiable old man," said Benwell, "got half a sack of
potatoes one day and was promptly waylaid by the Germans.
When he protested that his \}'ife was ill, that there was no
•:food left at home and that she would surely die of starvation,
tlie Nazis brushed him off rudely.
·
"Children are still a litttle 'favored'-but even they get only
just enough to e_at to permit them to exist. Milk has become
an almost black market article and even that has 90% of its
cream removed. On doctor's prescription invalids may, with
good luck, buy a little cream sometimes.
"The fuel situation is just as bad. Since the September airborne invasion in the Arnhem sector no more German coal
has been transported to the Netherlands and the stock piles
dwindled away very swiftly.
"On October 9, 1944 our lights were switched off suddenly,''
said Mr. Benwell. "Since then there has been no more electricity. We had a little gas, about two hours a day, but in November they stopped that too." After much searching he managed to find a small cooking stove which he set up in their
apartment, running the pipe out of the window. But even then
the Benwells could find no wood to burn and black market
coal, if obtainable at all, cost about $180 per ton.
In their desperation people disobeyed the Nazi-imposed curfew and, between the hours of 8 p. · m. arid 4 a. m., came out
of. their homes to cut down trees in the streets and along th.e
avenues. Overnight numbers of trees would be sawecj. off close
to their roots. Some people even went .so far as to offer their
services to passers-by in the famous Amsterdam "Vondelpark."
"How much will you pay to have this tree here ·cut down and
delivered at your door?" they used to ask. In the end the situation grew so bad that the park was closed to the publicbut even that did not stop the cutting down of trees,
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People have lost confidence in the currency.. Farmers; for
instance, refuse to take money for whatever they have for
sale--that is a few eggs, some butter and perhaps a little
pork. They will only trade for other commodities, a suit o:f
clothing, a pair of shoes, or any of the many objects that are
almost unobtainable. In fact, butter has become as common to
the people as the use of money was before.
The hatred against the Germans has, if anything, increased.•
Last September when it looked as if the entire NetherlaJ1dS
would be liberated, the people were jubilant and the Nazis
became panicky, running towards the east for safety. In some
towns people came out 'into the streets and danced for joy-"-'
only to find that liberation had not come yet. Now the Germans
are having their revenge and it does not look as if they were·.
willing to give up the Netherlands very easily. "'Every riyer
and canal bank,'' said . Benwell, "has been turned into ; a
fortification."
The Benwells lived under constant police supervision, always
expecting to wind up the next day in some concentration camp.
The fact that Mrs. Benwell is an American citizen, however,
led to their final liberation.
According to a cable of David Anderson to the New York
Times of February 25, "two thousand persons, mostly women
arid children, have dropped by the roadside since September, in
their frantic pilgrimage for. food. The bodies are left exposed
for days at a time, at the German's order, this to ·discourage
the public from using· the roads (leading into the country.)
But nothing could check the pathetic tide that flows out from
Amsterdam each dawn and slowly creeps back at nightfall, Ori
January 10 the Germans machine-gunned the hunger'
marchers .••
"Amsterdam is a silent, empty city whose inhabitants spend,·
their time in bed to conserve what little heat and energy they
have left in their bodies. Men are seldom seen on the stree~s..
. . . It is a city without telephones, electric lighting and .
gas. The only water is two liters a person, doled out o:f
German water carts· every twentycfour hours . . . It is a
city of 1,000,000 persons who must be indoors by 8 p. m. and .
live in dread of the systematic room:to-room search now being·:
carried out by the enemy in one district after another. Iil
recent weeks they have combed out 5,000 men and boys hiddeJ1
in homes.
"All restaurants are closed to the public. The motion picture
houses have been converted into military hospitals and·· stores
are permitted to be open for two hours before noon-those tliat
have anything left to sell."
·

Suffering Beyond Endurance
Once again there has been a disastrous reduction in
daily food ration in many sections of Holland's German-held .
provinces, particularly in the thickly populated western sec.;
tion. Famine is playing havoc with the health and even the
lives of the people of Amsterdam, The Hague, Rotterdam,· Haarlem and other centers; While· the food ration amounted to· 630
calories (about one-fourth of the normal number for an active
person) at the end of December, it went do\vn to 450 a few
weeks later. In early February it reached a new low bf 317. *
Vitamin "A" is completely absent from the food that is· still
being distributed, and as a result many cases of endemi(l dis.;
eases have been reported to Netherlands circles iri London.·
Potatoes and bread bf very bad quality are all that the .Dutch
people have left to live on, and even the supplies of these
foodstuffs are rapidly becoming exhausted. TM official food
ration per person per week is four pounds of potatoes and two:

~~ufi<l$

of breacC Ev~ry six weeks or ·so there is <listrib'1tlon
o(a pint of ra,p<;Jseed oil, which must take the place of butter
. or margarine. Apart from this rapeseed oil there are no fats
whatever. Cheese is still on the official ration list; the people
are supposed to receive some three ounces a week per persoti.
But it is a rarity to have one's ration coupon honored by the
gro\)er.

a

Potatoes, bread and milk can be bought in the black market
at fantastic prices. One single boiled potato, without salt, is
sold for seventy-five cents ($.40). If the customer wants some
salt on his potato, he must pay ten cents extra. Loaves of
bread 3:re sold at prices ranging fiom fifteen to one hundred
guilders ($8. to $54.). A quart of milk costs ten guilder~.
Relief shipments from Sweden have arrived in Dutch ports
or are on their way, but they are being held up by the Nazi
!luthorities in an effort to break the railway strike which has
hafted all rail traffic .since September 17. ** Two shiploads of
food.stuffs sent by the Swedish Red Cross have reached the
small port of Delfzijl, in northeastern Holland. The Swiss ship
'.'Henri Dunant''· is lying in the Swedish port of Goteburg,
Waiting for permisison to proceed to Holland. Another Swedish
$hip, the "Hallaren," will leave shortly for Delfzijl with.
some· five thousand tons· of flour. But the occupation authorities
have .so far remained unshakable in their attitude that none
of these supplies shall be transported "unless rail facilities
are restored under Dutch initiative." And Holland's resistance
movement is equally determined that the railroads shall remain
idle to prevent any improvement in German military ti·affic.
. Meanwhile the Dutch people suffer unbearable hardships.
Deaths from starvation are multiplying; children's diseases
are rampant. Only speedly liberation of the entire country
can· bring deliver3:nce.

Ruin of Friesland Province
Three-fourths of Fri.esland province, in the northern part
o:f If()lland across the Zuiderzee, has been flooded by the Ger~J:lons1 according to the clandestine newspaper Het Parool.
•.Friesland, famous for its cattle and dairy products, has. always
~een. Holland's best food producing area. Now the entire
:western half of the province is a great watery desert. Water
i;;tands more than four feet deep on land which the Dutch in
:tlle course of centuries have wrested from the sea and made
· fertile; The pumping stations that were used to drain the
water off the land have become useless because of lack of fuel.
· The Germans have taken savage revenge upon . the Frisian
p(;lop}e whose resistance to the occupation authorities has. per:IJ,aps been more implacable than anywhere else in Holland.
Of 20,000,000 pounds of cheese .stored in Friesland, about
~,000,000 pounds were earmarked for distribution among the
starving population of Amsterdam. However, less than a half
• ~iHion pounds was finally allowed to be sent there; the rest
.J!as •been shipped into the Reich. The Germans have also
.closed down sixty of the one hundred cheese .factories in the
pfovince; the remaining forty, operating on coal supplied from
·the. Ruhr, are producing solely for Germany.
L~euwarden, capital of the province and normally a city of
53,000, is practically deserted, since like elsewhere most of its
men have been deported to Germany or put to work on German
defenses in the eastern Netherlands.

Brutal Murder of Aged Pastor·
During the last days of September, when the allied airborne
invasion near Arnhem made the total liberation of Holland
appear imminent, the occupation authorities instituted one of
tneir most violent campaigns of terro~·ism among the people
of the occupied area in retaliation for the joy and enthusiasm
they displayed at their expected liberation. Not until after the
German. forces· have been driven off Dutch soil :will it be
· lq1own h.ow many innocent victims were wantonly .killed during
th()se · weeks of terror. But every now and again the Netherlal)ds aµthorities in London receive wqrd qf some execution.

s

which was totally unwar1'afited by honditioll.s or by the victim1
personality.
·
One of the latest names to be added to the evergrowing list
of victims of Nazi retaliation is the Reverend Taeke Ferwerda,
a 68-year-old pastor of the Reformed Church in Amsterdam. ,
Oil the pretext that weapons and ammunition had been found
inside Dr. Ferwerda's church, a gang of SS men dragged him
and his sexton from the edifice, placed them against the wall
and shot them.
The Reverend Ferwerda was born in Tzum, in Friesland
province, in 1876. He studied ancient literature and theology
at the Free University of Amsterdam of which at a later
date, he became curator. He assumed his pastorate in 1913.

"The Gestapo is after me . • . "
What it feels like to be hunted by the Gestapo and the effect
it has on one's physical and mental condition, was related by
a Hollander who very recently escaped from the occupied into
the liberated area• of his country. For four and a half years
this man has been dodging the Nazis almost constantly to
evade being sent to Germany for forced .labor or put to work
on enemy defense ,works within Holland.
'
"Whenever you meet a German SS patrol, on foot or on
bicycles," the man said, "they are sure to stop you and demand to see your identification card. If this happens during
working hours you are arrested and without the slightest
formality transported to Germany. Or they make you work
on their new defense line, the IJsel Line, running from Arnhem. to the IJsel Lake (Zuiderzee). They have been Woi·king on
it ever since the Arnhem invasion and· are using tens of thousands of Netherlanders, men and women alike, from all ovel'.
the occupied area.
·
"So if you must go out during the day you are very careful
never to turn a corner without first asking the passer-by who
'looks honest' whether there are any SS men in sight. Only
when his answer is reassuring do you venture to go 'on. This '
is repeated at every street corner. Nobody who hasn't gone
through it himself can know what a nervous wreck it makei;;
of you to leave your home wondering whether you will evei·
see your family back.
"Most men refuse to budge from their homes. All day long
they hide behind their curtains or in some other place. There ;is
always someone of the family watching for SS patrols'. As.
soon as such a patrol comes into sight the men of the family
disappear throµgh a back door or crouch into their previously
prepared hideouts. If the patrol passes without halting before
or near your home, you sigh with relief and resume yo1Jr
position near a window, waiting for the next ordeal . . •
"At night you disconnect your front bell and the telephone-",that is if either of them still works-so at least you will not.
be disturbed in your sleep. It's much better to be awakened by
someone smashing your front' door or your windows than by the
bell ringing. You see, when that happens, you're up against
a puzzle: who is on the street side of that door?
"Is it an SS patrol? Or men of the German Security Police
, •. Will the children wake up and start crying? Perhaps
it's a friend, after all, who comes to warn you there's to be
a roundup in your district. At the head of the stairs your
wife or your mother whispers, 'Let me go and see. You'd better hide.' But you know that it can't be the SS-they wouldn't
wait so long. They would have bashed down the door or shattered your windows long ago. So you go down stealthily
and open the door to one of your friends or, maybe, to a com-.
plete stranger who has been sent to you as an 'u.nderdiver' . . .
"You decide on the spot that next time you'll be better
prepared. In fact, you do get experience, you get cunning, you
learn to organize things. But· you get more irritable and nervous by the day. Life has been turned into one unfa·oken
tension. You are only too aware of it during the day and
even in your fitful sleep it's there . . .. ; your dreams ate
· l1ot very good.
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"Yet, believe it or not-most of the Dutch people remain
optimistic. It can't last much 1011ger, they think, and they
support one another as much as they possibly can. They still
believe in the future. It's about the only thing that's left,
to believe and make plans for when 'they' will have been
chased out of Holland ,at last!"-Netherlands News.

INDIA
Telugu Village Mission,
Adoni, South India.
December 26, 1944.
[Rec'd March 20, 1945]

The Editor,
THE CALVIN FORUM,

Grand Rapids, Mich., U. S. A.
Dear Dr. Bouma:
F FISHING in troubled waters is a pastime fraught with
unpredictable consequences, what then shall we say of the
dangers associated with heaving a grenade into a see~h
ihg cauldron? For this, in effect, is what Drew Pearson, the
intrepid American columnist did when he published a few
months ago what purported to be extracts from presumably
confidential reports made by Ambassador Wm. Phillips and
Gen. Joe ·Stilwell on certain .matters affecting India and her
Army.
Both gentleman have, of course, every right to say or write
as they please when reporting to their President, but one questions the right of a journalist to publish matter of so highly
controversial a nature as to set the whole world by the ears
and to cause an unprecedented flutter iri: the diplomatic dovecotes of New Delhi, London, and Washington .. The revelations,
even if not founded on facts and published as an electioneering
scoop or in a quest after journalistic notoriety, were nevertheless read by millions and deeply resented in India and many
parts of the English Commonwealth. It was felt that the strictures attributed to two responsible public men were ungenerous
and far too sweeping in their generalisation. Thoughtful Indians and Britons put the statements on a par with the general
tone of Katherine Mayo's Mother India and Beverly Nichols'
latest book Verdict on India. Both authors, it will be recalled,
wrote with amazing irresponsibility after only a short residence in India on subjects which would ordinarily merit a lifetime of study, giving .to the world highly colored and largely
unreal pictures of Hindu life and ideals.
India's impressively massive .war effort and the steadiness
of her hotne front in. the face of the nearness of the enemy and
the pressure of his propaganda are in themselves sufficient
· ani:\wer to Phillips' alleged reports on our apathy and ineptitude. And the glorious, imperishable pages .of military history
written by the "Fighting Fourth" in North Africa, the Eighth
in Italy and the Fifth in Burma, to mention but three of India's
.most famous Army divisions, and the high esteem and regard
in which the Indian sepoy is held by his British and American
comrades in arms should still tongues which would· wag lyingly
concerning. the morale of the Indian warrior. For the rest, I
feel sure that· history will avenge India's honour which base
men have tried to sully. But let me hasten to add that we don't
bear Uncle Sam any ill-will. Johnnie Doughboy in our midst
remains as popular as ever with all classes of the Indian public
and we welcome and deeply appreciate your help in men and
materials.

I

Gandhi and South Africa
The Illdian political scene has changed but little since I last
wrote in these cofomns. The Gandhi-Jinnah· talks of last September broke down, as many expected would be the case, the
onus. resting on M. A. Jinnah whose faith in the ideal of
Pakistan, I suspect, is unequal to the acid test of the plebiscite
which Gandhi offered him. And, save for the clamour of voices
advocating Akhand Hindustan (an undivided lri"l:lia), we are
back where we were a year ago.
Mahatma Gandhi, his henchmen tell us, may either enter on
another of his now in-famous fasts or, if the Union Govern-
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ment permits, he wili go to South Africa in an ·endeavor to
bring about :i: peaceful solution of the differences between the
Indian settlers and the administration in that part of the
world. There is, in the meantime, widespread indignation in
India over the unfortunate turn events have taken in South
Africa of recent months, and retaliatory legislation is under
way in both the Indian Central Assembly and the Council of
State, many British members associating themselves almost unreservedly with their Indian colleagues in the measures adopted;
It is hard to see what immediate developments could take .place
regarding an amelioration in the status of Indians in .the Uni.on
except, of course, the expression of disapproval by the rest of
the British Commonwealth as a reminder to the racially arrogant that the present global conflict in which we find ourselves
involved is being waged not only against Nazi-Fascist ideoh
ogies, but as a crusade against all forms of tyranny .aime<l
against the human race. One prays in this connection that the
Christian and, particularly, the Calvinistic world and life
view, will eventually prevail over the disruptive forces and
racial antagonisms which now hold sway in that otherwise
fair land of South Africa.

India-:-Past and Present
'rhe sub-continent of India comprises eleven British-Indian
administered provinces and about 140 feudatory states ruled
over by the princely order, twenty of th~se being fairly large
in area and population. The eleven provinces have fallen' into
their present divisions largely as a result of being the homes
of linguistic groups, the feudatory states conforming roughly
to the same grouping, but to a less marked degree. The province of Madras, for instance, which occupies the greater part
of peninsular or South India; has four main language groups:
Telugu, Tamil, Malayalam, and Kanarese. Small elements of
thes~ groups, naturally, are to be found in the contiguous
provinces of Bombay, Orissa, the Central Provinces, and Indiais
premier state Hyderabad, but the penetrations are unimportant. English is the lingua franca amongst the educated· sectfoii
of the population in South India and is spoken by possibly seve11
millions out of the forty-three millions of people in the
Provinces.
Indian history of the past thirteen centuries has shown that
this sort of ethnographical grouping of. the population invariably leads. to separatist political aspirations. ·
These fissiparous trends, despite the unifying polides of
great Hindu emperors like Asoka and Chandragupta, led to the .
virtual break-up of Hindu India after Emperor Harsha's
death in A.D. 645. Muhamed Bin Kassim,. an Arab pohmtat~,
raided the Indus Valley in A.D. 647 at the invitation of a dis"
gruntled Hindu prince and the first Islamic incursion lasted·
forty years. Then followed nearly .three centuries of inter~
necine strife, culminating in Ghanzi, an Afghan chieftain,
marching into Sind in A.D. 1001. In 1186 Ghoree; another Af~
ghan, invaded the Punjab, India's then northernmost prov~
ince, his dynasty staying a quarter of a century. Next came
the first of the Turkish slave kings, Khutubuddin, whose dyn•
asty was followed by a succession of indigenous Mohammedan
sultans right up to the .large scale invasion of 'Northern India·
by Baber, the. first of the Moghuls, in 1525. These virile and
far-sighted invaders from Central Asia ruled, on .the whole,
wisely, their empire by the middle of the 17th century covering three-quarters of India. But even the great Moghul Empire began to show signs of falling apart, disruptive influences from within once again getting the upperhand. By 1803
Shah Alam, the last of the Moghlils, was pensjoned off by the
British East India Company to live foi· a 'few years iii inglorious luxury at Lucknow.
The 16th century ,also witnessed the coming to our sh~res
of other foreigners, beginning with the Portuguese explorer,
Vasco Da Gama, who brought with him several relays of Portu-.
guese merchants and missionaries who began an era· of aPeace-.
ful penetration". Dutch and French merchants followed and a
few years later came .the first of the British; Est3:blishing
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trading stations in Bengal and the Madras coasts, these Europeans soon acquired large slices of territOry and, in the case
of the Fren.ch and the British, military aid was lent to. warring
rajahs and nawabs, such aid invariably resulting in the annexation of further territories by the Europeans and the subjugation of tl}e defeated Indian potentates. This sort of penetration continued for two centuries before British rule. became
firmly established in South India.
I do not1 however, wish to convey the impression that the
series of foreign invasions and incursions which have occurred
during the past twelve centuries have been to the detriment of
India and .her peoples. On the contrary, many responsible. persons today believe that in spite of India having lost her sovereignty, she. has benefited on the balance in many ways, particularly since the beginning of the 19th century when the British
genius for colonisation and progressive rule made itself evident throughout the greater part. of the country.
Let :i.ne, in this connection, quote from a very recent speech
by. Sir. V .T. K. Chari, one of India's foremost politicians of
the Liberal group: "As a result of the British connection India
has achieved a sense of unity which did not exist before ••.
British rule has enabled us to check the fissiparous tendencies
in our society and to evolve a sense of common citizenship ..•
India has also imbibed from the British connection the love of
freedom and rule of law which are at the root of the conception of Dominion Status and which represent the highwater mark of political thought • . . My conviction is that
India can attain her highest political destiny only as a dominion. in the British Commonwealth."

The Outlook for India
Ignoring the peculiar trends in Indian history mentioned
in the foregoing, and conveniently forgetting India's comparative helplessness in relation to the current world situation,
numbers of callow undergraduates and other irresponsible but
vociferous elements of our population have been indulging in
demands for freedom and independence. These and other parrot
cries have been taken up in parts of the world as remote from
India as the U. S. A., by small groups of exiles and their well. meaning. but, one fears, ill-informed friends with whom "Freed.om for Ind1.a" appears to have become a fashionable cliche.
For the most. part, our exiles in your country are men of the
type of. J. J. Singh, the President of the India League of
A.merica-men whose long absence from the land of their
birth has put them· completely out of touch with the realities
of the Indian situation. But they and their friends persist in
putting out a great deal of unre<llistic and misleading propaganda which unfortunately helps nobody and hinders many.
Examining the problem of India's· future dispassionately and
without sentiment, one ·has to face the stern reality of India's
unpreparedness for immediate political freedom unless and
until she has herself set her house in order in several important
matters. The need of social freedom for our 100 millions of soc~lled "Untouchables" and other lowly people comes readily to
mind. The British have technically given this group the franchi.se and many other privileges which, however, have been actually. denied them by high-caste Brahmin and other intellectual and wealthy elements.
Then there is the need for economic freedom for at least 250
millions of our population who even today try unsuccessfully to
live on a sum of about 12 annas a day per family, or 25c in
your currency. This may sound incredible to most of my American readers, but it is the sober fact. Obviously, the wealth of
the country is inequitably distributed-but it is the fault of
our own people, for intolerance, selfishness and greed are rampant e:verywhere, and "Man's inhumanity to man" is nowhere
mote in evidence than in India and amoll,,gst Indians, save, of
course, in Axis-dominated lands.
Happily here is a bright side of the picture with which I can
close. It is the magnificent humanitarian work of Christian
Missions, outstanding among all other reform movements in
India, and the genuine social and economic uplift which they

have brought to millions. The blessed light of the Gospel is
indeed dissipating the fog of ignorance, superstition, arid
caste prejudice wherever it shines!
Fraternally yours,
ARTHUR V. RAMIAH.

HUNGARIAN CANADIANS

CJ\ LTHOUGH the Hungarians are considered as. new
c./'i immigrants, the truth is that they began coming to
Canada almost sixty years ago. The first settlements
in Saskatchewan date back to 1886.
After the Hungarian War of Independence against the Austrians was lost at Vilagos in 1849, there was great unrest in
the country, due to general dissatisfaction with political, eco:
nomic and social conditions. The result was that in the following fifty years, up to 1913, over a million Magyars emigrated
to other countries, mostly to the United States and some to
Canada.
Then came the First World War in which Hungary, a dualmonarch, was forced by Emperor Franz Joseph I of Austria,
King of Hungary, to take up arms on the side of ·the
Germans. Germany lost the war, and by the Treaty of
Trianon, 1920, the Thousand-Year Old Hungary was divided. In
Transylv:;inia, more than one and a half million Magyars were
annexed to Roumania, more than one million to CzechoSlovakia, and over eight hundred thousand became subjects of
Yugo-Slavia. The dismemberment of the Thousand-year old
Hungary was a major catastrophe for the Magyar nation.
Freedom of language, press and worship was gone in the Succession States, and as a result of the ruthless persecution,
they were forced to emigrate by the tens of thousands to the
United States, Argentina, and after 1924 to Canada.

Magyars Come to Canada
Incidentally, what we may regard as Hungary's loss, we
may now regard as Canada's gain. The Canadian Government
in the post-war period maintained a strict policy, Jimitillg
immigration from the so-called Non-Preferred Countries, but
encouragement arid preference were given to the farming element. Thus the landlessness of the dispossessed inhabitants
of the old Hungary, and particularly from the lost provinces,
brought some thirty thousand good farming people with capital
to our Canadian shores.
Today, there are fourteen million Magy:;irs in the world!
twelve million in Hungary and two million scattered all over
the globe. In Canada, there are approximately 75,000.
Most of these people when they came to Canada, settled on
farms in the Provinces of Saskatchewan, Alberta, and Mani~
toba, but in the past 15 years, there has been a trend back
eastward, towards Ontario, and particularly in the neighborhood of Toronto, Hamilton, Delhi, the Niagara Peninsula, and
lately quite a number may be found in British Columbia. About
half of the total number of Magyars in Canada are now
settled in Ontario, and about seven thousand of them in Quebec; and while most are engaged in agriculture to satisfy their
thirst for land ownership, many are engaged in business, industry and trade.
·

Hardship at the Start
There is a marked difference between the pre-war and postwar immigrants. Those who came to Canada. before 1914 had
a good chance of settling down on farms, becoming quite prosperous and thus could live a more happy and contented life.
The majority, however, coming after the first world war, came
with broken hearts, deeply affected by the results of the war,
persecuted, hated, haunted by a strange and cruel fate. They
came with hope on one hand, and with fear and trembling
on the other, 'into a strange land, among strange people. Everything was new to them; the people, the language, the climate,
the money, the customs· and the soil. They hardly had a chance
to look around, to take the first deep breath, and collect their
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senses, when along came the drought, the rust, and sandstorms, followed by complete crop-failures; and with them the
economic collapse of 1929, followed by ten hard years of soulcrushing depression. Most of .them became even poorer . than
when they arrived in Canada. ThousanCls left the farm and,
like shifting sand in the desert, traveled the; highways and
railways of Canada by the jumping and thumbing systems.
Unemployment was the greatest possible curse. They felt it,
perhaps, more than any other people, because they are the
children of a thrifty, industrious and hard-working nation.
Due to unemployment, poverty, the lack· of women and
proper family life, the boarding-house system flourished. Bootlegging was common. I visited homes where as many as
twenty and thirty boarders lived under the same roof. They
were victims of circumstances, hopelessly separated from their
loved ones in the Old Land, and were rapidly shifting towards
radicalism and.free thinking, bitterly turning against organized
religion· and God.
·

The Churches Lend a Hand
The part played by the leading denominations, especially
The Presbyterian Church in Canada, and its Women's Missionary Society W. D., in maintaining and stabilizing the
spiritual and moral balance of the Hungai·ian New Canadians,
is beyond praise.
Although there have been some in our church who on different
occasions have impatiently said it was no use carrying on
missionary work among the Non-Anglo Saxons and that it
was merely a waste of money, yet the majority of our Church
leaders and people had the necessary faith, wisdom, courage
and. conviction to go on and give the necessary spiritual and
financial support. to the few Non-Anglo Saxon missionaries.
among the Hungarians as well as among the other nationalities
Now the results are obvious. Since the outbreak of the present conflict, Canadian Hungarians have proved themselves
worthy of their . name, and of all that was done for them.
Since opportunities are numerous in every phase of life, the
Magya1;s of Canada are by no means behind any other nationality, large or small. We find Hungarians in the armed services
and on the casualty lists in equal proportion to those of the
Allied Nations in Canada. We find them on the home front too,
honorably taking their places with contributions in the drive
for victory bonds or Red Cross, social service or church work.
In: our war plants, they are honored and trusted, for their
honest and earnest work. On farms, they are making the soil
produce to capacity. During the past five years, a large percentage have become property owners, which means that now
they are permanently settled.

Christians for a Thousand Years
·The Magyars accepted Christianity one thousand years ago.
For over .five hundred years they were Roman Catholics, and
fervent defenders of the faith. The Medieval Hungarian State
collapsed at Mohacs in 1526, and the country soon fell into three
parts, the western strip of the land ruled by Hapsburg kings;
the middle by the Turkish Sultan; while Transylvania became
an autonomous Hungarian principality under Turkish protec-
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torate. This catastrophic change was disastrous to the organization of. contemporary Catholicism. That was the reason why,
about 1550, Protestantism reigned supreme in all three parts
of the country. First, Lutheranism. gained ground, but it was
followed by the Helvetic Confession, or Calvinism. Protestantism, however, was unable to conquer the whole of Hun~.
gary, just as Roman Catholicism was unable to regain and
reinstate its ancient glory by the counter Reformation.
The Turks oppressed and stripped Protestant and Catholic
Magyars alike, despising the religions of both. Thus, under the
common scourge, the Hungarians of these two religions were
obliged to keep together. It happened many a time during thiS
period that both Roman Catholics and Protestants used the
same church for divine service.
The spread of the Reformation had its most suitable ground
in Transylvania, taking up the Helvetic Confession, thus be-.
coming Calvinists. The Reformed Church of Hungary, with its
three million souls, including Transylvania, and the Church of
Scotland, or let us say, The Presbyterian Church of Canada,
are similar. According to figures of four years ago, .52% of
the Magyars in Hungary belong to the Roman Catholic Church;
7% to the Greek Catholic Church; 25% to the Calvinistic Reformed Church; 8% of the total population are Jews; and 2%
are Unitarians, Baptists, Adventists, etc.
Roughly, this is the religious background of the 75,000 Hun.;
garians in Canada, and· statistically the same proportions apply
to them here.

Hungarians Are Served by Five Churches
Missionary work among Canadian Hungarians is carried on
by the following:
BAPTIST: Toronto, Welland, Begevar, Wakaw, Aldina,
Leask, and Norbury.
LUTHERAN: Montreal, Torohto, Hamilton, and Windsor.
ROMAN CATHOLIC: Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton, Port
Colborne, Windsor, Delhi, Calgary, Winnipeg, Esterhazy, Kaposvar, Stockholm, Otthon, Punkett, Regina, and British Columbia.
UNITED CHURCH:Montreal, Toronto, Niagara Falls, Wel.:
land, Port Colborne, Sudbury, Winnipeg, Rottermere, Saskatoon,
Halmok, and Y orkton.
PRESBYTERIAN: Toronto, Hamilton, Windsor, Calgary;
Lethbridge, Raymond, Taber, Bekevar (Kipling), Whitewood,.
and new fields in British Columbia around Abbottsford and.
Victoria, and in the tobacco district·of Tillsonburg, Delhi, .and
Aylmer.
There are only four ministers and one deaconess laboring
among the Calvinist Magyars of Canada under the Presby-.:
terian Church. The need for more workers is very great. How:•
ever, very little may be done about it until after the war~
The Hungarians of Canada seem to be conscious of the
fact that now, more than ever before, they must prepare f()r
the morrow, so that, when this world conflict is ende'tl,
and there is a new immigration of Magyars, they may be able
to receive, ·help and guide them in starting life anew in a free
country and among free people. May God help us and His
Church to be ready.-The Presbyterian Record.
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Book Reviews
OUR MODERN PREDICAMENT
THE PREDICAMENT OF MODERN MAN. By D. Elton Trueblood.
Published by Hai·per, & Bros., New York. 105 pages;
1944. Price $1.00.
T. .IS a decade and more. ago s1.·nce McDougall published his
· . World Chaos. The quintessence of the book was the assertion that man's moral and religious progress had grievously
failed to keep pace with his advance in the natural sciences
and technology. His contention. was that 'unless this imbalance
were promptly remedied western civilization would be destroyed
by its own .ingenuity.
Well, is· it not true? Is his prophecy not being fulfilled before our very eyes?
Here is our aeroplane. What a marvel it is. The reviewer
not soon forget his first flight across Lake Michigan. To
do '\Vhat Leonardo so earnestly sought to accomplish, to do
what inen had declared forever impossible, to fly through the
air like a bird at a speed no bird can attain, what a thrill it was.
Bu~ what. are we doing with this marvellous invention? We
have made of it a vastly greater curse than blessing. We
are using it primarily to destroy each other.
And what are we doing with our rapidly expanding "knowledge of chemistry? True, we are using it in many beneficent
ways, but of late men are endeavoring to outdo each other In
inventing· fiendish block busters, and what not, to destroy huge
cities with all their inhabitants block by block.
We are making bigger and bigger tanks, bigger and bigger
battleships, bigger and bigger ordinance; What war may be
like two decades hence would stagger the imagination of even
a Jules Verne. Is it not entirely within the realm of the
possible that by then rocket bombs across the Atlantic may
flatten our cities one by one?
Well, what can we do about it? In the first chapter of the
book here reviewed the author diagnoses what he calls "the
sickness of civilization." This is not difficult. Others, especially
McDougall, have said. this before him. Trueblood words it
thus: "The awful truth is that our wisdom about' ends does
not match our ingenuity about means . . . Because of lack of
m01·al direction, what might have been a blessing became
d terrible curse.''
We see this in three different groups. Japan has taken over
the instruments of Christendom without its moral and religious
principles: Germany, after owning these principles for generations, has deliberately rejected them.
The Western
democracies pay lip service to them but oilly too largely ignore
them;
What is the remedy? In. chapter two the author points out
that. not all who see the sickness of civilization are saddened
by. it. There are those who rejoice. They hope the sickness
is unto death. Christianity, say they, has made men weaklings.
We must cast off the shackles forged for us by a Jew. We
must have not only power politics but power culture. Their
essential notion is that we must organize human life independently of any moral inhibitions.
In the face of this secession from Christianity the ordinary man, says Trueblood, stands curiously helpless. He
·does not like Hitler and hates his creed, but what can be done
about it? He has no living faith with which to oppose a
tenaciously held heretical one.
"He denounces the Nazis but fails to see that they merely
represent the logic of the modern position, which all of
Western: life has adopted to some degree. The Germans are
more thorough and see the implications sooner . . .
"Many of those who have. lost their Christian faith but are
r~volted by the experimental evidence of what happens when
the concept of powei' culture is taken seriously, are beginning
to see that a civilization which prides itself on artistic and
·r·
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scientific development, independent of ethical considerations,
may become a hell on earth. German education and German:
science have been promoted and organized to an almost incredible degree, and German art has been encouraged, but the
truth is these are .not enough. Without something else the
end is moral chaos . . . This is not to say that science is to
blame for what occurs, but it is to say that the belief iii
science as sufficient for the development of a good society
is fatuous in the extreme."
Chapter three emphasizes "the impotence of ethics." 'l'he
author contends, and rightly so, that German Nazism and
Russian Communism are not merely economic and political
systems. No. They are religions. False religions, true, but
religions. Both Nazis and Communists are dying for their
respective religions with genuine fa;naticism. Hitler is not
only a leader, he is a prophet.
"The fearful aspect of the present situation is that those
who have inherited the major tradition of the West now .hcve
an ethic withou.t a religion, whereas they are challenged by
millions who have a religion without an. ethic."
We may hope to win the war by preponderance of men and
resources, but that does not end the threat of the· faith which
has challenged us.
This is the situation. This is the sickness of our civilization. What is the remedy for the dise.ase? In his last two
chapters Trueblood insists that the Church and only the
Church can save us. What, you say, the Church? Trueblood
himself seems a bit dazed by the idea. He speaks of . it
seeming almost grotesque, if we mean by the Church the actll.al
human organization we see around us. Yet he sees no alternative.
Now, of course, we Reformed people do not believe that it
is the function of the Church as an institution to meddle in
political affairs. But let us not dismiss the matter too lightly.
If the Church, if its members were truly alive spiritually,
alive as St. Paul and the early Chui'ch were alive, would not
a force go out from it that would regenerate society? Is that,
after all, not at least one factor, and a most important factor,
in the sickness of our Western civilization, namely, that 011r
Churches have become clubs and societies and what not?
Or, where this has not occurred, is it not true that. only
too often churches have lost much of their original vitality,
and have degenerated into what is little more than strongholds
of dead orthodoxy?
Whatever one may say in reply to this question, whatever
one may think of Trueblood's remedy, the fact is he has in .the
words of Reinhold Niebuhr given us "an able and profound
analysis of the spiritual situation of our time.''
Trueblood writes well. In spite of war time restriction.s
paper and presswork are excellent.
Calvin College.
J. BROENE.

*

Last month we called the attention of our readers to a
book from the pen of Dr. Geerhardus Vos, The Teaching of
Jesus Concerning the Kingdom of God and the Church, written
some forty years ago but still of real value. We regret that an
error crept into the address of Dr. Vos' son, in whose possession
the remainders of the edition of this book now are. The
book may be had for 75 cents and the corrected address is:
Rev. J. G. Vos, R.F.D. No~ 1, Clay Center, Kansas.

iC "A Plea for God-Centered Education' 'is the title of an address delivered by the Rev. William Haverkamp of the Bethel
Christian Reformed Church of Paterson, N. J., at one of the
conferences of the National Association of Evangelicals in
New York City on January, 1945. The address is given in condensed form in United Evangelical Action of February 15,
-1945. (Address: 120 Tremont Street, Boston 8, Mass.)
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